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EARLIER THIS SUMMER, Chad McDonald’s pastor changed Chad’s 
life. The method might surprise you: he did it by donating an organ. 

One working kidney was what stood between Chad MacDonald 
and renewed strength and health, and Pastor Joel Ringma was able to 
provide that life-changing donation. 

Less than a quarter of Canadians are living organ donors, yet the 
need for donations far surpasses that supply. MacDonald, a member 
at Terrace Christian Reformed Church (CRC) in Terrace, B.C., faced 
this realization when he began his hemodialysis journey a year ago. 
Hemodialysis is a treatment that filters water and waste through your 
bloodstream when your kidneys are unable to perform the task. 

Ringma, the pastor at Terrace CRC, baptized MacDonald as a baby. 
When MacDonald was in high school, Ringma was his volleyball 

How two kidney donations brought shalom to their recipients.  |  Kristen Parker

SHARING ‘THE SPARE’

Pastor Joel Ringma donated a kidney to church member Chad MacDonald (left); 
Elisabeth Gesch donated the same organ anonymously.

coach, and the two coached the 
volleyball team together after 
MacDonald graduated. 

When MacDonald discovered 
he needed a kidney transplant, 
Ringma and MacDonald created 
a video to interview MacDonald 
and ask people to prayerfully 
consider if they could be a living 
organ donors. 

After the video, Ringma under-
went a series of tests to see if he 

PASSIONS THAT WAR 
WITHIN US  
Understanding the appeal of tyranny in our commun-
ities and churches.  |  Raymond B. Chiu

AS THE U.S. HOUSE OF Repre-
sentatives’ January 6 committee 
wound down its hearings last 
month, the role of religion and 
church could not be forgotten in 
the events leading up to that day. 
One experience that stuck with 
me was witnessing the tell-all in-
terview of Leo Christopher Kelly, 
an Iowan Christian who entered 
the Capitol and bowed his head in 
the Senate chamber as his com-
patriot prayed in flawless Sunday 
School diction, “Thank you heav-
enly Father for being the inspira-
tion needed to these police offi-
cers to allow us into the building, 
to allow us to exercise our rights, 

to allow us to send a message to 
all the tyrants.”

As his now-removed interview 
went viral, I was astonished to 
catch a glimpse of Kelly in the 
riot footage and then to learn that 
he had been taken into custody. 
What struck me the most about his 
words, however, was his heartfelt 
sincerity. Had he not been talking 
about standing up against unjust 
elections but rather the need to 
smuggle Bibles to spread the 
gospel, his tone and earnestness 
would have been the same. Yet 
when masses of passionate dev-
otees overlook the fact that their 
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could be a match for MacDonald, and to both of their surprise, he 
was!

‘HOW COULD I NOT?’
Pastor Ringma had the honour of calling MacDonald to share the 
news that he was a match and that a surgery date had been set. This 
call was emotional for both of them, Ringma said. 

“It was pretty powerful and exciting, because we’d been waiting for 
a while [to find out] if and when this date would happen.”

On June 20, Ringma and MacDonald underwent surgery. MacDon-
ald said, “I trusted God had a plan, and I knew I was in good hands.” 

DONORS CONTINUED

Kristen Parker

Kristen and her husband 
Chris attend Stratford 
Christian Reformed 
Church. Kristen is a full-
time freelance writer. In 
her spare time, she enjoys 
taking care of her house 
plants and playing board 
games.

He said that when he woke up 
from surgery, he was tired, but 

“the very first big change I no-
ticed was that the head fog I had 
been getting for the last year 
from hemodialysis and my low 
kidney function was no longer 
there.” 

Ringma shared that he is 
thankful for “God’s providence 
of a kidney for Chad.” MacDon-
ald said the doctors told him “to 
prepare for a two- to three-year 
wait for a transplant.” MacDon-
ald is thankful that his wait was 
only one year because he found 
himself “worn out from the di-
alysis.”

Many people ask Ringma why 
he chose to donate, and he said 
his response is always, “How 
could I not? What if that was 
my kid? Wouldn’t I want some-
one to do that for my kid? It just 
seems like the right thing to do.” 
Ringma said, “It’s a privilege to 
be part of, and I’m excited about 
what God is doing.”

Ringma said another reason he 
chose to donate is that “this risk 
makes sense for Chad and the 
sake of his well-being, shalom, 
and wholeness, and I know in the 
midst of it the God who created 
me and Chad together will by 
God’s grace give him a kidney.”

RECOGNIZING THE NEED
MacDonald and his pastor knew 
each other, of course, but some 
living donors choose to remain 
anonymous. This is the route that 
Elisabeth Gesch took when she 
anonymously donated a kidney 
this past year. 

Gesch was inspired to sign up 
as a living donor after her sister 
went through the donor process 
but was unable, in the end, to 
donate. The year-long testing 
process involved finding a match, 
undergoing surgery, and finaliz-
ing all the details. Gesch said, “It 
was exciting because ever since I 
started, I felt like there was some-
thing I was working towards that 
was really cool.” When her sister 
found out everything was a go, 
she flew out to support Gesch af-
ter the surgery. 

This was Gesch’s first surgery, 
but that didn’t prevent her from 

lifestyle that works . . . but I think 
it should be a lot more common 
when you consider how many 
people are on waitlists for things 
that [can be given through] living 
donation."

In 2019, over 4,000 Canadians 
were on the organ transplant 
waitlist, and 77 percent of those 
were waiting for a kidney.

“Overall, it’s been a very re-
warding experience. I feel like 
I’ve done something for someone 
else that is tangible, that really 
impacts another person,” Gesch 
said. “Giving to others who are 
in need is part of my faith.” 
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being willing and excited to do-
nate. The experience of donating 
a kidney is similar to a C-section 
in both the recovery time and the 
surgical incisions. Many people 
have asked Gesch, “Why donate, 
and why anonymously?”  

She told CC that several fac-
tors contributed to her decision, 
including “I have an extra [kid-
ney]. I have something other 
people need.” Although most 
people are born with two kid-
neys, it’s possible to live a nor-
mal, healthy life with one. “I 
think it’s part of my make-up,” 
Gesch said, that if “someone is 
in need, we should help them, 
and this is a very tangible way to 
help someone.” 

Gesch also has an attitude of 
why not. “I don’t think it should 
be such an anomaly for an an-
onymous living donation,” she 
said. “Obviously, it’s not for 
everyone, and you need to have a 

If you’re interested in becoming 
a living donor, you can visit UHN 
Centre for Living Organ Donation 
to learn more about the process, 
the need, and how to get started. 

Gesch's decision to donate is connected to  her faith.

MacDonald and Ringma, both feeling well five days after their surgeries. 
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leader is predatory, untruthful and greedy, and even internalize his 
aggressive urges, we still fail to explain why – unless we believe that 
somehow they had higher, or even moral, reasons for doing so.

THE ALLURE OF TYRANNY
It is with these types of questions that our team of researchers – proj-
ect lead Agata Mirowska, Rick Hackett, and I – had started almost a 
decade ago at McMaster University to study the roots of tyranny from 
the viewpoint of psychology and morality. More than being authori-
tarian, tyrannical leadership is defined by previous researchers as the 
prototypical appearance of being not only domineering and overbear-
ing, but also manipulative and conceited in a self-centred kind of way.

As we progressed through numerous student and adult samples, we 
discovered that the elements of our model were playing out in real 
life: fear of a chaotic and degenerate world acting as a precursor to 
embracing “strong man” power and protectionist attitudes; moral tra-
ditions supporting aggressive forms of religious and political conser-
vatism; and snap judgments about the leader's true abilities based on 
superficial impressions, worsened by social media’s insatiable appe-
tite for sensational soundbites, tweets and video clips.

Based on surveys of 1,147 North American adults, we discovered 
a close connection between psychological variables representing the 
above elements, and this effect was amplified among males. As we re-
ported in the Journal of Business Ethics, our sense of being threatened 
by a perilous world is linked to a moral perspective that is based on 
protecting the hierarchy, integrity and purity of our group, and this in 
turn is associated with thinking that a leader is effective if he appears 
commanding, insolent and devious.

WHY CHURCHES ARE VULNERABLE
This is where I take a deep breath as I wrap my mind around what 
this means for the church. Although the research was not originally 
focused on people of faith, it is well established that all the above el-
ements have religious implications, especially the traditional morality 
referred to by social psychologist Jonathan Haidt as “the binding mor-
al foundation.” Churches have always had an agenda of preservation 
against the evils, contaminations and disorders of the world, such as 
wrongdoers, deviants or agitators. In addition to their confessions of 
faith, religious institutions have a well-developed set of moral codes 
that reinforce a structure of authority and loyalty to the community, at 
times raising them to the level of the sacred to heighten their effect.

Most importantly, the puritanical and disciplinary aspects of reli-
gion transfer easily to brash leaders who seem like they are best able 

to enforce such interests. Leaders who preach in a forceful, exact-
ing and vindictive manner will deceptively appear to be best suited to 
“deliver us from the evil one” (Matt. 6:13), obscuring the reality that 
“passions that war within us” (James 4:1) are in fact conditioning us 
to give a pass to tyrannical, and stereotypically male, traits that have 
nothing to do with the individual’s real ability to mentor, guide, en-
courage, counsel or organize his flock.

In short, religious communities mimic the ideal conditions for tyr-
anny. It is no wonder, then, that across the world, unholy alliances 
have been wrought between religious institutions and authoritarian 
regimes. Aside from the sanctification of American politics and the 
church under Nazi Germany, the deadliest example playing out now in 
Ukraine is Russian president Vladimir Putin’s public piety and unholy 
alliance with the Russian Orthodox Church. North Americans may 
also be similarly disturbed by the unending turmoil among multi-site 
and celebrity-driven mega-church organizations in which leaders have 
been accused of sexual and autocratic misdeeds.

Although my assessment seems gloomy, I take a more hopeful view. 
I will leave the finer details, biblical references and practical solutions 
for another time, but let’s end with five important reasons that tyranny 
does not need to triumph.

BRINGING LIGHT TO THE DARKNESS
First, we can cut the umbilical cord between our innate fears, moral 
minds and pre-conceptions about leadership. While the practice of 
religion does have protective value when it comes to our individ-
ual and collective well-being, vesting leadership in prominent and 
dominant individuals is not the right means to safeguard and build a 
healthy church.

Second, a Reformed view will lead us to respect the reality that we 
are all created as limited beings. Any form of allegiance to a leader 
will be affected by a partial view of the leader’s character and ability. 
Fundamentally, the gospel message tells us that the threat of demise 
and decay is addressed through the transformation of hearts through 
Christ to help address our faults and biases together in a communi-

TYRANNY CONTINUED
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ty of renewed relationships, not 
through the elevation of flaw-
lessly inspired individuals. 

Third, we can recognize that 
disturbing exposure of bullying, 
sexual misconduct and cover-up 
in churches across North Amer-
ica is really a symptom of an 
over-reliance on organizational 
and charismatic influence to do 
the work of Christ. The hier-
archical, commercializing and 
self-preserving tendencies of 
imperfect church structures will 
always stifle the purifying work 
that the Holy Spirit needs to do 
at all levels.

Fourth, we only need to look 
to Jesus, author and perfecter of 
our faith. During his ministry, 
our Lord shunned any type of 
revolutionary, populist or institu-
tionalized movement. Moreover, 
he ran counter to the ubiquitous 
leadership habit of building an 
image through pageantry and 
spectacle, choosing instead to 
live in intimate relationship with 
his disciples.

Fifth, it is not too late for 
Christians to speak openly about 
biblical manhood before it gets 
co-opted even more by tyrants 
who seem to be the only politi-
cally incorrect voices daring to 
present a bold model of mascu-
linity. As mentioned, endorsing 
the binding moral foundations 
has an even stronger effect 
on the preference for tyranny 
among males, as demonstrated 
through the excesses of groups 
such as the Proud Boys and Oath 
Keepers. 

We can reverse the tyrannical 
seduction of the Christian church 
by talking candidly about both 
the dark and light sides of lead-
ership and our biblical calling to 
return to Christ’s model of truth-
fulness and servanthood. 

Religious communities mimic the ideal 
conditions for tyranny.
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Editorial

 FROM GRIEF TO RELIEF; FROM SHOCK TO ANXIETY; from weariness to 
embarrassment and many points in between. 

For this editorial, I asked members of the Christian Reformed 
Church (CRC), “Now that the Human Sexuality Report has passed, 
with a good majority, how does it feel?” While the theological and 
biblical reflection has been intense, this is also a deeply emotional 
issue. 

Feelings matter when we care about each other. They structure faith, 
too: the Heidelberg Catechism is structured around feelings of belong-
ing, guilt, misery and gratitude. Christian virtues like faith, hope and 
love all carry emotional muscle. The Reformed summary of Scrip-
ture’s narrative arc – creation, fall, redemption – has been transposed 
as wonder, heartbreak and hope. 

Our emotions are tied to interpretations: how we see things shapes 
how we feel about them. Emotions bring heart, mind and body togeth-
er in a response to what confronts us. They are never just emotions. 
We are embodied souls, and our milieu trains our heart and conscience 
over the years to react in prescribed ways.

Granted, this quick poll is just a smattering of responses from a 
small sample of the Canadian CRC, coming from across the coun-
try. I received over 100 responses through social media and an email 
listserv called CRC Voices, ranging from a single line to a number 
of pages and resulting in about 40 pages of text to mull over. I also 
received personal email responses from a variety of people, including 
minorities and some denominational leaders.
 
ANGER & BETRAYAL
Those who responded most immediately and freely were “deeply 
discouraged, disappointed and disillusioned” by the vote – particu-
larly the vote affirming that homosexual sex is unchaste, and that 
this is a confessional matter. As soon as one person heard the vote, 
they reported: “I broke down in tears. My grief continues.”

For many, the result was not just about theological disagreement 
(“misuse of Scripture,” “bad science and theology”), but intensely 
personal: their membership and service in the CRCNA may come to 
an end, and they feel rejected and pushed out by the majority vote. 
Some spoke of shock, sadness and weariness (“like someone died”). 
Others wrote more strongly of frustration, betrayal and anger at be-
ing “railroaded” out. “It’s the last straw,” “I felt like someone was 
stabbing me in the gut” and “I felt like I just watched my childhood 
home go up in flames.”

Said one clergy member: “I love the CRC; but the decision made 
me feel unloved, unwanted, unheard, unseen and unknown.” For 
many this report spells hurt and harm – for individuals, for families 
and institutions. “My heart tells me this cannot be Jesus’ message.”

Some were embarrassed, concerned about how outsiders or young 
adults would respond. “It’s serious damage to our Christian witness.” 
More vehemently, a few said they were “disgusted.” Others were ex-
asperated, feeling that all the energy put into this report could have 
been better used to address climate change or white supremacy. A 
few felt that the church had capitulated to conservative American 

and power of his Spirit to work out our salvation with fear and trem-
bling together.”

While trying to articulate the feelings of a silent majority, an inter-
action I had with a conservative pastor suggested that there is a sense 
of confidence in what is right, followed by an equanimity about the 
synodical decision among conservatives. But these feelings are over-
laid with a sense of the weight of the issue and the turmoil and grief 
it has evoked. There is genuine concern for those who may feel they 
have to leave the CRC. A CRC-affiliated agency worker wrote: “I feel 
heavy-hearted, as this is not a ‘win’ in any way… There will be lots of 
brokenness and hurt… I feel a great sense of loss and hopelessness.”

Many remain “unsettled” and “nervous for how these decisions will 
play out in the life of our churches… sadness for the impending drain 
of people and passions” from our denomination.

 
MIXED FEELINGS
There was a group of responses that did not suggest any clear evalu-
ation of the vote. One said that my poll favours those with clear pos-
itions on the issue and leaves out those with mixed feelings. “Tech-
nically the HSR is correct… but it seems inconsistent between Jesus’ 
love, people’s lived experiences, and the practicalities of being church 
together today.” One wrote that they were “quietly reflective, waiting 
to see what comes next.” Another was just “resigned.” Others wrote 
that they felt “confused,” “disengaged” and ambivalent, especially in 
the face of “the uneven application of orthodoxy.” 

One young father said he felt unsettled, disappointed and “mourn-
ing the division that seems nearly unavoidable in the CRC.” Similarly, 
one author of the HSR confided “I feel profound grief as I see and 
experience how disagreement over this issue is tearing us asunder, 
and I feel deep shame that I myself and the denomination… have not 
done more to minister to those struggling with sexual issues.” Another 
co-author said, “I am afraid that some will view this as a ‘victory’ and 
think nothing has to change.” 

One mused that it seems the “progressive” voices have more facility 
with social media and are boosted by powerful secular institutions. 
“One pole has voices that resonate and amplify. Another pole has 
voices who feel unsafe or silenced and who retreat and turn away.” 
Orthodoxy (in most religions, not just Christianity) is excluded from 
the wealth of secular platforms in Canada and is limited to its own 
podcasts, blogs, and in-house conversations.

A few also expressed a need for a sabbath from intense debate and 
its fallout.

 
VIRTUOUS EXCHANGES
In the restorative practices my kids are taught at school, one of the 
basic elements of the process is to ask, “How did that make you feel?” 
Emotions obviously don’t carry the weight of Scripture, but they are 
clues to relationship and process. They are part of the road to recon-
ciliation, which in this case may not include agreement or even con-
tinued fellowship. They can help us understand our deep differences 
about what is “confessional” while we still both recite the Apostles’ 
Creed.

There are multiple layers to this issue – personal, pastoral, ecclesi-
astical and theological. All are deeply connected to our emotions, and 
we have an opportunity now to develop practices that cultivate vir-
tuous exchanges and not just reactionary ones. If our congregational 
life gets messy in the months to come, it will no doubt be due to our 
deeply human emotional expressions. Hurtful comments are rarely 
forgotten. Angry outbursts cannot be taken back.

“How did that make you feel?” Listening may be a good first gesture 
as the body of the CRCNA – and affiliated kingdom agencies – move 
into the uncertain implications of this binding landmark decision. 

FEELING OUR 
WAY FORWARD

Peter Schuurman | Contributing Editor
Peter is Executive Director of Global Scholars Canada and the author of 
The Subversive Evangelical (2019). 

political pressure.
Three respondents claimed a 

gay identity. One expressed ut-
ter devastation, “because for the 
first time in my life I do not feel 
at home in the CRC, but I don’t 
have another home to go to.” 
Another said, “There is a steel 
door which has been shut in the 
face of already marginalized 
members.” An ex-CRC person, 
now in a married gay relation-
ship, is ashamed of his baptism 
in a church that now officially 
condemns his marriage as “de-
testable” (as Q&A 108 says). He 
took the matter up with a local 
CRC pastor. “Your baptism is 
between you and God,” he was 
assured.

 
CATHOLICITY & CONCERN
While the voices of disappoint-
ment were swift and plenty, those 
who supported the HSR were shy 
about responding. I had to solicit 
people directly who I suspected 
would follow the majority vote, 
and almost all asked to be kept 
anonymous. Some mentioned 
they thought conservatives felt 
shamed or intimidated – and thus 
silenced. But it may be that they 
were just content with the out-
come of the vote and thus have 
no strong feelings on the matter 
now.

One consistent reaction to 
the vote was relief that the 
CRC resisted immense cultural 
pressure and remained true to 
Scripture and the historic Chris-
tian teaching. Many mentioned 
they were encouraged that the 
CRCNA chose catholicity and 
ethnic inclusivity over a “pa-
rochial” modern Western per-
spective. There was sadness at 
the “irreconcilable differences” 
revealed: “Now is not the time 
for rejoicing.” Most expressed a 
resolve to pursue “appropriate, 
sensitive, compassionate pastoral 
care” towards LGBTQ members 
and “all who experience some 
form of sexual brokenness.” A 
few said they were hopeful in 
the midst of solidarity with inter-
national partners and “for how 
God’s holiness leads to humility 
and repentance and draws us all 
into the saving grace of Christ 
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WINTER CHURCH  
This “well-over-the-hill” woman couldn’t agree more (“Why 
virtual church needs to stay” by Sue Fulmore). Still attending 
Church and happily so, but winter’s on the way again and I 
won't be driving much then.

Frances Algera

WITH GRATITUDE 
What a wisely gentle and encouraging article (“For the sake of 
the earth” by Nina Schuurman-Drenth). Thank you Nina.

Brian Walsh 

RAISED PLANTERS FOR THE WIN
Re: “Three ways to garden around pain” by Curt Gesch. I have 
just one way to garden without pain, for retired or senior gar-
deners, and that is to build 30” raised, framed in-planters so that 
you do not have to crouch or bend over to plant, pick weeds or 
water. There are two more advantages: better drainage and ear-
lier harvesting since the soil temperature can be 3-5 C. higher 
than ground level.  

George Lieuwen 
Langley, B.C.

A THIRD WAY  
I appreciate the illustration of bounded set thinking contrasted 
with centered set thinking (“Affirming or confessional” by Peter 
VanderBeek). My thoughts after the Synod decision were that 
we chose rules over grace. I cannot be part of “ungrace.” Do 
you think there really is a third way? I was planning to resign my 
membership because I cannot be part or something that causes 
so much pain to so many. It is not what Jesus would do.

Jill Hamming

TO ADD TO YOUR READING LIST 
Clearly articulated and attractive to me (“Affirming or confes-
sional” by Peter VanderBeek). Reading James K.A. Smith’s 
book You Are What You Love, which also seems to echo these 
ideas. It makes so much sense. Waiting to hear how that tran-
spires into the area of Sexuality and Christian living. 

Anne deWalle

DISMANTLING MEMBERSHIP 
It may be prudent for the CRC to consider eliminating the pres-
ent status of membership in a local CRC church, and replacing it 
with individuals or families becoming part of the church just by 
attending and participating in a CRC worshipping community 
(“Seeking ‘Clarity’ on Sexual Sin” by Angela Reitsma Bick). In 
this way, anyone, regardless of sexual orientation, can become 
part of that worshipping community, and individual attendees 
will have a responsibility to answer to the Holy Spirit for their 
lifestyle choices, not to church officers or our Church Order. Je-
sus' command to love God and to love our neighbour can be 
fully realised under such a CRC arrangement.

Richard VanVeldhuisen

THE WRONG FENCES 
To me, HSR has the fences wrong. For example, the goal of mar-
riage is not procreation but that two people reach intimacy that 
mirrors the intimacy that holds between Jesus and the redeemed. 
Paul is very clear on that. Nor do I believe that image of God 
reaches it apex in our sex or our biology, rather it is in our ca-
pacity to love . . . There is no third way, there is only the way of 

Jesus. Jesus shunned legalism and codes of conduct. We should 
challenge the denomination to make good on its long-standing 
promise to give pastoral care to its gay members. When they dis-
cover how impossible that is with HSR, their minds will change.

Nick Loenen 

WHY QUIBBLE OVER OUR CONFESSIONS? 
I have reread Bob Bruinsma’s April 11 column “Many are called, 
but few are chosen.” Like Bob I have always believed that the 
unsaved are unsaved forever. However, unlike Bob I’m not sure 
I should repent from this belief. Bob listed Bible references to 
support his views but I find that they are not conclusive and that 
there are other biblical texts lending credence to the traditional 
Calvinistic position which I believe captures the overall sweep 
of scripture (John 3:16-18, Matt. 8:12, Matt. 25: 46, Jude 13 and 
Rev. 14:9-11, to name a few). I hope we can all agree that our 
Creator is the eternal sovereign God, that our sinful state is bad 
enough for the Son of God to suffer and die for our sins and that 
believing in him we, by grace alone, have eternal life.

Oscar DeBoer
Chatham, Ont.
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Letters

We know that you, our CC readers, have lots to say about decisions made 
at the Christian Reformed Church’s Synod regarding the Human Sexual-
ity Report. One year ago, I pleaded for unity on this issue, and while de-
nominational unity is beyond CC’s mission statement, our membership 
in the body of Christ remains. CC is committed to preserving a space 
where Christians who disagree can listen well to each other. That’s why 
Peter Schuurman took the time to integrate 100 responses into his ed-
itorial this month. That’s why we make room in every issue for your let-
ters. And that’s why we’re opening up a space on our website for you to 
engage specifically on matters related to polarization around the HSR. I 
hope it's a place to be honest, outside of the usual echo chambers, and 
to build understanding. Naïve? Maybe! But I think it’s worth a try. Go to 
christiancourier.ca/commonground to find out.

--Angela Reitsma Bick, Editor

COMMON GROUND 
AFTER THE HSR

Many CRC members are sad after "irreconcilable differences" highlighted at Synod 
(Melancholy by Edvard Munch, 1894).
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WHEN RESONATE GLOBAL MISSION MISSIONARIES led the first Edu-
cational Care training in a refugee camp in Uganda, God worked in 
surprising ways. Four people decided to follow Christ.

Educational Care is a curriculum of Raise Up Global Ministries that 
Resonate missionaries use to instruct teachers and school administrators 
with best teaching practices from a Christian perspective.

When Bishop Henry learned about Educational Care, he knew that 

EDUCATIONAL TRAINING 
IN A REFUGEE CAMP
Cassie Westrate, Resonate Global Mission

was what his community needed. 
His church had started a school in 
Baelameling, a camp for refugees 
from South Sudan, but the school 
and community had very few re-
sources. The teachers were gift-
ed at working with children, but 
many of them had not received 
training in education. 

“They’re just doing the best 
they can with what they have,” 
said Resonate missionary Diana 
Boot. “This [training] had been a 
deep desire for us for a long time 
and we were overjoyed to be able 
to serve in this way.”

“It was an amazing group of 
teachers and child workers that 
really touched my heart. They 
were so committed to learn-
ing new skills,” added Barbara 
Nadunga, a Resonate missionary 
who facilitated Educational Care.

While the training equipped 
educators with best teaching prac-
tices, it also transformed some in-
dividuals’ lives. Educational Care 
is a Christian training program, 
but not everyone who participates 
in the program has an existing, 
personal relationship with Christ.

At the end of the week, a woman 
named Joyce approached Nadun-
ga and shared that she wanted to 
give her life to Christ. She knew 
this decision would change her 
life, and she was ready for it. She 

HELPING DEACONS THRIVE

WHEN DIACONAL COACHES Helen VanBeilen and Alicia Hamming 
Navarrete reached out to the deacons of Jubilee CRC (St. Catharines, 
Ont.), they were delighted to be invited to one of their upcoming meet-
ings. The deacons there were struggling with their benevolence ministry 
and hoped the coaches could help. 

Essentially, they were asking “is the help we’re giving really help-
ing?” and “how much help is ‘too much.’” VanBeilen and Hamming 
Navarrete quickly put together a listening exercise in order to ask some 
clarifying questions to help guide the deacons. 

“We wanted to ask them the right questions that would lead to ideas 
and ways that they could solve the issue without us just giving answers 
and ideas,” Hamming Navarrete recalled. 

VanBeilen and Hamming Navarrete shared some helpful resources 
with the deacons, including two videos by the Chalmers Center based 
on “helping without harming” principles and walked them through what 
was offered on Diaconal Ministries Canada’s website. 

“Helen and Alicia took our questions and concerns seriously, they af-
firmed what we were already doing and provided positive and compre-
hensive feedback,” shared Ingrid Beck, the previous chair of deacons 
at Jubilee. “I really can’t express the appreciation we had as a group in 
meeting them and being able to share our concerns.”

During their time together, the deacons also received some ideas on 
how to process requests for tuition assistance, and walked away with 
some creative ways to ask for offerings, which they hope to implement 
this coming fall.

With approximately one diaconal coach per classis, deacons across 
Canada are encouraged to utilize their support and expertise. “Helping 
deacons in whatever ways we can is what coaching is all about!” Van-
Beilen shared. 

To see the full list of Diaconal Coaches and/or to view other tools and 
resources Diaconal Ministries offers, deacons are encouraged to visit 
their website: www.diaconalministries.com. 

Erin Knight, Diaconal Ministries Canada
Resonate missionaries are giving thanks that four people 

decided to follow Christ during an Educational Care training.

also developed an action plan as a 
result of the training.

At the time, she was brewing 
and selling alcohol in her home 
to help supplement her income 
from teaching. She was tired of 
that lifestyle, especially when two 
men got drunk in her home, got 
into a fight and hurt one another. 
She wanted to be a good example 
for her students.

“She really wanted her home 
to be a place of peace, a place of 
fellowship,” said Nadunga.

Nadunga has been following 
up with Joyce and the other par-
ticipants to encourage and coach 
them. Joyce has been thrilled to 
share that she stopped selling al-
cohol and has started growing and 
selling vegetables instead.

“She says this is the best deci-
sion she’s made in her entire life,” 

said Nadunga.
The transformation in educa-

tors’ lives is one of the reasons 
why Boot believes Educational 
Care is so powerful. She recently 
retired from the field, but she’s 
excited to see the ways God con-
tinues to work through the team.

“I think the reason that it has 
such value is that as the teachers 
change, they will have an impact 
on [the] children,” said Boot.

Bishop Henry said the training 
is helping their school reach their 
goal to disciple their children. He 
looks forward to Resonate’s team 
returning to continue the lessons 
with the educators.

“Through Educational Care, 
the teachers will be able to em-
brace the biblical worldview that 
is the backbone of our Christian 
schools,” he said.
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CALLED TO ONE ROOF

HOME OWNERSHIP IS OUT OF REACH FOR MANY CANADIANS. Espe-
cially for those living in Victoria, Vancouver and Toronto where the av-
erage price of a house is $1.09 million, $1.24 million and $1.35 million 
respectively.

Individuals and families living in these hot housing markets also suf-
fer from some of the highest rent prices in the country. Renting a one 
bedroom apartment in June 2022 in Victoria was $1,848, in Vancouver 
$2240 and in Toronto $2,000 (reported by Zumper). Massive monthly 
rent bills make saving enough money for a down payment impossible.

But imagine for a moment that a family was able to save enough for 
a down payment, even while paying a couple thousand per month in 
rent; after that, they need to pass a financial stress test. As of June 2021, 
all borrowers must prove that they can afford to pay their loan even 
if interest rates go up to six or seven percent. As the Bank of Canada 
increases interest rates in an effort to manage inflation, these stress test 

Three Vancouver families move in together to beat 
impossible house prices. |  Christina Van Starkenberg

percentages will continue to go up, pushing homeownership further and 
further out of reach. 

Yes, there are government incentives to help first-time homebuyers. 
But in Victoria, Vancouver and Toronto, those programs cap at a max-
imum purchase price of $722,000 – hundreds of thousands of dollars 
below the average house price. For the rest of Canada, first time home 
buyers can only access government incentives for houses below the 
$500,000 - $600,000 mark, depending on down payment size. 

This has encouraged prospective buyers to get creative about living 
situations and what it means to have a roof to call their own. A recent 
study by Ipsos and the Toronto Regional Real Estate Board showed 
that around 11 percent of buyers are asking their parents for a loan to 
help put together a down payment. Others have joined the tiny house 
movement and live in less than 500 square feet. A few are intentionally 
moving in with their parents. And some, like Andrea and Dave Minor 
and Alicia and Ryan Perez, are combining incomes to buy a house with 
their friends.

Though for the Minor and Perez families, shared homeownership is 
not just about the money, it’s a way to live out their faith and be the body 
of Christ in their community.

ROOTED IN COMMUNITY
“We’ve been friends since 2014, when we joined a church plant. The 
vision of it was knowing your community, knowing your neighbours, 
and really planting yourself in the neighbourhood,” said Andrea Minor. 
“[Alicia and I] would support each other with what we were doing in 
our own neighbourhoods, but we were so much more effective when we 
were together.”

As friends who find themselves constantly over at each other’s homes 
sometimes do, the two women joked about how much easier life would 
be if they just lived together.

“At the same time, David and I were looking into co-housing and 
what they’re doing in Scandinavian countries [since] that helps people 
who are lonely have a sense of community,” explained Minor. With that 
in mind, their joking turned into a serious consideration.

For the Perez family it was an easy decision to move in with the 
Minors. Alicia and her husband, Ryan, had already lived with over 20 
roommates and had overwhelmingly positive experiences. 

“So much gratitude to our beloved roommates for teaching us to live 
well with others. Shared living has been a joy,” Perez posted on Insta-
gram in March 2021. 

THE PERKS OF SHARING SPACE
Living with roommates works especially well for the Perezes because 
Alicia is an extrovert and Ryan is an introvert. “When we would come 
home from work, I’d be very ready to engage and he would need the 
time to recharge,” explains Alicia Perez, “but living in a shared home, 
there was always someone available to welcome me.”

However, even with their combined incomes, the Minors and the Pe-
rezes could not afford a home in Vancouver. So they sat down together 
and dreamed about their ideal third family. That’s when Mark and Lee 
Stockburger came into the fold.

The three families signed the mortgage and built a house together. As 
of April 2021, they all live there. The Perez and Minor families share 
the upstairs living space along with their children, Eli Minor, who is 
3 and a half, and Shepard Perez, who is 20 months. The Stockburger 
family resides in the ground floor suite.

“Living together has been very good,” said Minor. 
“There’s an ease of sharing tasks as young families,” added Perez. 

“Every young family I know is exhausted and trying to manage work 
and homelife, childcare pick-ups and meal prep. We have those same 
challenges, but we have double the adults to conquer them.” With four 

News

adults upstairs working to clean, 
cook and play with the kids, ev-
eryone has a chance to recharge, 
and deeply connect with their re-
spective families and each other.

That includes the Stockburgers. 
Even though they live in their own 
suite, they are still connected to 
the communal life upstairs. They 
eat with everyone once a week 
and the boys upstairs love helping 
out in the Stockburgers’ garden. 
“[Eli and Shepard] love them, and 
always want to go downstairs to 
visit with them too, and that part 
is really sweet,” said Minor.

A COVENANT COMMUNITY
Like all living arrangements, there 
are challenges, but they’re all 
committed to working through it.

“Treat it like a marriage,” said 
Minor. “Just like you have a cove-
nant in your marriage, you have a 
commitment to this way of living, 
you have a vision for it, you have 
a purpose for it, then you’ll work 
through it differently.”

“It’s hard, but it’s not hard in a 
unique way,” added Perez. “This 
is just part of being in a relation-
ship with people.” 

Christina 
Van Starkenberg

Christina is an award-win-
ning freelance writer 
based in Victoria, B.C. In 
her free time, she enjoys 
reading, dancing, and ex-
ploring the world with her 
husband and two boys.

 Left to right: Mark Stockburger, Lee Tracie-Stockburger, Alicia Perez holding Shepherd 
Perez, Ryan Perez, EIi Minor, Andrea Minor and David Minor co-own a home they 

designed and built in Vancouver.

 Their house has two units: 
an upstairs with three floors where two 

couples live, and a ground unit where 
the third family lives. 
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Sponsored Content / News

WELCOMING A NEW DIRECTOR OF 
PLANNED GIFTS AND INVESTMENTS
CHRISTIAN SCHOOL FOUNDATION
The Christian School Foundation is pleased to announce that Kevin 
teBrake (Hons. B. Comm., M.Div.) is our new Director of Planned 
Gifts and Investments.

Kevin’s lifelong commitment to Christian education, along with his 
training and professional experience as an accountant and as a pastor 
in the Christian Reformed Church, give him a unique skill set for this 
position. 

“Kevin’s complementary gifting makes him a valued and important 
part of the Foundation team. His character and his belief that Christian 
education is a powerful way to influence our culture in the name of 
Christ make him the right person to take on this very important role,” 
said Tony Kamphuis, Foundation President and CEO.

 
A POWERFUL FORCE FOR GOOD
 The Christian School Foundation is a collective undertaking of more 
than 90 Canadian Christian schools in six provinces. The Foundation 
draws Christian schools and their supporters together to expand the 
influence of Christ in our culture. 

Kevin teBrake, the new Director of Planned Gifts and Investments.

On a practical level, The Foun-
dation supports schools with the 
strategic collective investment of 
long-term funds. It provides bur-
saries, grants and scholarships 
that support tuition assistance, 
professional development and the 
creation of learning Communities 
of Belonging that sees schools 
benefit from the inclusion of stu-
dents with disabilities.

The Foundation also assists ev-
eryday Christian school support-
ers who see Christian education 
as a powerful force for good in 
our society.

“I am grateful for this opportu-
nity to serve the Christian school 
community and its supporters,” 

said Kevin, who began his new role on July 15, 2022. “I look forward 
to connecting with many of you, getting to know you better, and listen-
ing to stories of God’s transforming work in your lives and schools.”

Kevin invites all those who support Christian education and want to 
know how to do that effectively to give him a call at 1-877-340-9555 
or email him at ktebrake@christianschoolfoundation.ca.

DID YOUR AUNT WRITE for Cal-
vinist Contact in the 80s? Did you 
have an article published in grade 
school? Well, now it’s easier than 
ever to find those old pieces!

For almost three years, library 
staff at Redeemer University’s 
Peter Turkstra Library have been 
diligently scanning and saving 
back issues of Christian Courier, 
and this ambitious project is near-
ing its completion! 

The digitization process began 
in 2019 on the occasion of CC’s 
70th anniversary, with the goal of 
“preserving fragile early issues 
and making them fully available 
on the Internet Archive online 
platform.” To date, the library has 

CAN’T GET ENOUGH of Chris-
tian Courier? If reading the paper 
print, scrolling through the web-
site, and keeping updated through 
Facebook just isn’t enough for 
you, we have good news. We’re 
excited to introduce our first-ever 
Instagram account! Joining your 

CALLING ALL ARTISTS 
AND PHOTOGRAPHERS! 

CC’S 2022 ART CONTEST is now open! In the spirit 
of joy that we’re allowed to see those we love face 
to face again, this year we’re calling for portraits. 
Submissions are welcome from July 1 through Oc-
tober 1; fine art and photograph submissions will be 
judged in separate categories. Enter your portraits 
for a chance to win Canadian art, gift cards and a 
year of free CC! For all the extra details (and for 
the handy link you’ll send to all your artsy friends 
and family) visit: christiancourier.ca/contest.  

Maaike is CC’s Art and Development Director, 
currently living in Entebbe, Uganda. 

Maaike VanderMeer

DIGITAL ARCHIVES NEARLY COMPLETE
Angela Reitsma Bick

CC JOINS INSTAGRAM
Jenna Boone

feed of DIY hacks and fail-com-
pilation videos will be content 
from CC. Besides providing you 
with phone-screen-size updates 
of what’s going on in the CC 
community, our Instagram ac-
count will give you the opportu-
nity to interact with our content 
– whether that’s by commenting, 
taking part in our story polls or 
sending us a direct message. By 
extending our platform to Insta-
gram, we hope to build a commu-
nity centered around Christ that 
inspires action in our audience. 
You can follow us @chr.courier.

Jenna is CC’s Summer Intern and Digital 
Editor. She lives in Vernon, B.C and spends 

her time reading stories or writing her own. 

uploaded 1,491 issues, ranging 
from issue no. 1 (August, 1949) 
to 2013 – at which point CC’s 
own website archives begin. Al-
though some gaps remain due to 
missing copies, Marlene Power, 
Library Director, says that “many 
more issues will be added by the 
end of the summer.”  

This resource is going to be 
super handy for CC’s Editor in 

particular, because she gets pe-
riodic email inquiries that start 
with “Do you remember an arti-
cle about. . . .?”  

It’s still a work in progress, but 
you can check out this impressive 
collection at libguides.redeemer.
ca/christiancourier/1949-2013.

Angela has been CC’s Editor for 14 of its 77 
years. She lives in Newcastle, Ontario.

THE CANADIAN SUMMER 
CONGRATS TO BILL DYKSTRA, who won a full year of Christian 
Courier for his quintessentially Canadian photo of a kayaker on 
Bobs Lake, Ont. When we asked you to send us a photo of your 
favourite place, we didn’t expect to get submissions from as far 
away as Argentina and Antarctica! Some of the Canadian photos 
we received were printed in our July issue alongside John Terps-
tra’s poem. A big thank you to everyone who sent in photos!

@chr.courier first Instagram post.
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DUTCH HEARTS, GREATER RISK

“I FOUND OUT THAT I AM A CARRIER OF PLN (Phospholamban) when 
I was 33 years old. I knew that I should be informed about my own 
health, but never did I think that finding out about it would take me to 
where I am now.”

PLN, as this carrier discovered, is the gene that regulates calcium 
balance in our hearts. A mutation in that gene leads to heart muscle 
disease – and it occurs in 15 percent of people in the Netherlands al-
ready diagnosed with heart problems, compared to one percent of car-
diomyopathic patients in the U.S. This means it’s a genetic disease that 
affects people of Dutch descent at a higher rate than other members of 
the population. Several correlations between ancestry and disease are 
more familiar, such as sickle cell and people of African descent, but 
it’s only recently that medical providers have started offering genetic 
screening for people concerned about the risks inherent in their ethnic 
background.

The PLN heart variant gene was first discovered in 2006 in a Greek 
family, and found since then in the Netherlands, U.S. and Canada. It 
seems to occur most among Frisians and other people from the Nether-
lands’ northern provinces. PLN can cause arrhythmias, fibrosis, cardio-
myocyte damage, left ventricle damage and heart failure.   

“I think that it is very easy to get stuck thinking about the negatives 
of this situation but I prefer to focus on the positive,” another PLN 
carrier says. “The very fact that I know I have PLN could save my life 
and the life of my family members who are also carriers. I never would 
have seen a cardiologist without knowing about PLN.” 

“I can honestly say I am glad to know I am a carrier of the PLN 
mutation.” 

RAISING AWARENESS
This genetic mutation is known as an “orphan disease,” meaning that 
it affects fewer than 200,000 people around the world – which doesn’t 
inspire pharmaceutical companies to invest much money in research-
ing it. It also means, unfortunately, that an estimated 90 percent of PLN 
mutant carriers are unidentified. 

This is something that Dr. Dean Jansen, North American PLN secre-
tary, and Dordt University public health student Lucy Borkowski are 
both trying to change by raising awareness about the mutation and its 

Dordt University project raises awareness about rare Dutch gene linked with heart 
disease.  |  Angela Reitsma Bick

risks. Borkowski, who has Dutch 
ancestry, is spending the summer 
at Dordt in Sioux Center, Iowa, as 
a research intern studying PLN 
and networking with media plat-
forms to teach as many people as 
possible about it. Borkowski sees 
herself as a “servant of God who 
helps people through this difficult 
journey.” 

And it can be difficult. In fact, 
she says, many people chose not 
to complete genetic testing be-
cause they don’t want to know 
about faulty DNA in their ge-
nome. There is no cure. But PLN 
genetic mutation lowers life ex-
pectancy by approximately 20 
years if left untreated. That’s 
why researchers are focused on 
spreading the news and catching 
the mutation early enough so that 
carriers can receive medical treat-
ment. 

“It is good to know if you have 
the PLN mutation,” carrier Ruth 
Hoekema of Hull, Iowa, says, “so 
that you know what symptoms 
to watch for.” Fortunately, using 
some (but not all) of the same 
treatment plans as patients with 
heart failure, lifespan and quality 
of life can greatly improve.  

Christian Courier asked Dr. 
Jansen what advice he would give 
to people of Dutch descent. “If 
there is a family history of heart 
disease in every generation,” 
he says, “then genetic testing 
for the PLN mutation is a good 
idea.” Thirteen members of Jan-

News

Angela Reitsma Bick

Angela, Editor of CC, has 
roots in Sneek and Zaanse 
Schans. 

Examine your family history, Borkowski says. “Did anyone pass away un-
expectedly from heart failure or a cardiac-associated disease? If so, you 
might want to seek additional information.” 

Next steps: See your family doctor, set up an appointment with a genet-
ic counselor, and complete genetic testing. A healthy lifestyle, with plenty 
of exercise and limits on caffeine and alcohol, helps. 

Find out more at en.plnheart.org, a foundation started by P.C. Glijnis 
(website in Dutch and English). You can also email Borkowski for more in-
formation at lcybrkwsk19@dordt.edu.

WHAT CAN I DO?

mutation, but not her daughter. 
Hoekema says she “considers ev-
ery day a gift.”  

“God designed the human 
heart,” Borkowski agrees, “and it 
is to him we give glory for every 
chance our hearts have to beat.”

“As for living with PLN,” one 
carrier says, “I am not too wor-
ried because I know that my time 
here on earth has already been 
ordained by God since before he 
knit me together in my mother’s 
womb. Whatever he has planned 
for me, in whatever span of time, 
I will accept because I know that 
what is to come is even better than 
all that I have been blessed with 
on earth.”  

WHY IS IT HARMFUL?
PLN can create a wide variety 
of symptoms and conditions, 
such as
• Heart failure
• Arrhythmias
• Sudden cardiac death

WHAT IS BEING DONE?
• Research into new 

treatments and ultimately 
a cure.

• Support for patients and 
family members.

QUICK FACTS
WHAT IS THE PLN MUTATION?
• Serious heart condition that affects 

individuals of Dutch ancestry
• Around 1,600 known carriers in 

the Netherlands (out of 17 million 
people).

sen’s family have the mutation, 
including Jansen himself. Ven-
tricular tachycardia forced him 
to retire from orthopedic surgery 
five years ago, and limits his daily 
activity now to “the least demand-
ing sports and recreation.” 

PLN has also impacted Hoeke-
ma, who says she has “some phys-
ical limitations due to shortness of 
breath.” Both of her sons have the 

Ruth Hoekema.

Lucy Borkowski.
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SINCE SYNOD 2016 THE CHRISTIAN REFORMED CHURCH has been 
studying, discussing and agonizing over same-sex relationships. That 
year, Synod created a committee which produced what is now called 
the Human Sexuality Report (HSR). Among other issues, the HSR 
recommended that homosexual activity breaks the seventh Command-
ment and is thus prohibited. 

Synod 2022 took the report further by interpreting "unchastity" in 
Heidelberg Catechism Q and A 108 as encompassing homosexual sex 
and violating the seventh Commandment. After hours of intense debate 
a large majority of delegates approved that interpretation, thus declar-
ing its confessionally binding for office bearers in the CRC. 

If delegates had read Donald Zeyl’s Four (and a Half) Dialogues 
before Synod 2022, I wonder if the decision would have been differ-
ent. Zeyl, University of Rhode Island emeritus professor of philosophy, 
was raised in the CRC in Canada. Though never mentioning HSR in 
the book, Zeyl was obviously familiar with its conclusions and recom-
mendations. Dialogues stands as his personal response to Paul’s plea 
in Ephesians 4 for Christians to make “every effort to maintain the 
unity of the Spirit in the bond of peace.” In this brief book Zeyl imag-
ines far-ranging conversations among four close Christian university 
friends about how the Bible addresses the homosexuality. 

Each person articulates their own differing views of sexuality and 
marriage, framing the issues within their own story of following Jesus. 
They all examine the same Bible passages historically used to con-
demn homosexual activity. Stephanie, a scholar of Hebrew and Greek, 
exegetes the passages, arguing that God now accepts covenantal same-
sex relationships. Philip is a gay man planning soon to marry James, 
also a Christian. After he came out to his parents and pastor, the pastor 
removed him from his church’s fellowship. Philip articulates his views 
by leaning heavily on differing cultural contexts between Bible times 
and now. 

Amanda, a same-sex attracted woman, advocates consistently for the 
traditional view of marriage and has remained celibate after eschewing 
earlier lesbian relationships. She is open to marrying a man in order 
to obey God’s will. Philosopher David challenges all his companions’ 

DIALOGUE WITHIN THE 'BOND OF PEACE'

FOUR (AND A HALF) 
DIALOGUES ON 
HOMOSEXUALITY AND 
THE BIBLE 
Donald Zeyl
Wipe & Stock, 2022.

James Dekker

positions with clear and detailed 
logic, while also defending the 
historic view of marriage.

The sections discussing Ro-
mans 1 are the most thorough 
and interesting. Philip interprets 
Paul’s use of “nature” as referring 
to either homosexual or hetero-
sexual orientations. Thus hetero-
sexual people, who “exchange 
their nature for unnatural sexual 
lives,” make deliberate choic-
es to engage in pederasty or ho-
mosexual promiscuity that were 
hallmark behaviour of powerful 
Roman men. Philip views same-
sex attraction as his and other 
homosexuals’ “nature,” arguing 
that living in heterosexual rela-
tionships would be an “unnatural 
exchange” for them. 

The friends do not reach agree-
ment on Biblical permissibility 
of same-sex relationships. Yet 
throughout they pledge to listen 
before speaking and to respect 
their companions’ opinions and 
positions. When temperatures rise 
during the dialogues, one calls for 
all to chill and abide by their cov-
enant. At the end of the book their 
friendships are intact; they decid-
ed relationships were more im-
portant than insisting one’s own 
view as the only biblical position. 

I highly recommend Zeyl’s 
creative, irenic book on this 
long-volatile topic. At the end of 
Synod 2022 one officer declared 
that the decision on confession-
ality marked the “beginning of a 
conversation,” not the end. Many 
doubt that possibility. Can con-
versations begin – or resume – 
when many Christian Reformed 
LGBTQ+ members and allies in-
terpret Synod’s decisions to have 
ended the conversation? 

Regardless, Donald Zeyl in-
vites all involved in this weary-
ing, contentious discussion to 
absorb the spirit of his book, to 
agree with one character’s view, 
to disagree with others’. He pleas 
that all pledge to listen long, to re-
spect each other, to look for com-
mon theological ground and live 
together as Jesus’ sisters, brothers 
and friends. I pray we in the CRC 
find a way to do that and not make 
an already tiny denomination 
smaller and more insignificant by 
dividing and disciplining those 
who do not agree with Synod’s 
decisions. 

James Dekker

Jim Dekker is a retired 
Christian Reformed pas-
tor.

Reviews

AUTHOR AND ILLUSTRATOR Julie Flett attributes her love for the land, 
animals, and all of nature to the gentle heart of her Cree-Métis father, 
Clarence Flett (1936-2019). In an author note, she explains, “When I 
was growing up, my dad shared a lot about our relationship to animals 
and to each other, including the land, plants, beetles, the earth, wind, 
water, and sky. Whether we are running and hopping through the grass 
or rolling along the street or pondering creatures in the creek, we are all 
connected, living in relationship and in care to one another, in kinship.”

Flett’s joyful, exuberant illustrations and sparse, poetic text capture 
the Cree-Métis vision which nurtured her childhood and understanding 
of creation. Her deep delight in playful animals and children rever-
berates throughout this picture book: “Animals hide / and hop / and 
sniff / and sneak / and peek / and peep. / We play too! / kimêtawânaw 
mîna. / Animals swim / and squirt / and bubble / and bend / and chase 
/ and chirp. / We play too! / kimêtawânaw mîna.” As a group of chil-

JUBILANT PLAY!
Sonya VanderVeen Feddema

dren from different ethnic back-
grounds romp and play, rabbits, 
foxes, a turtle, owlets, belugas, 
seals, and other animals each 
contribute their own play-dance 
routine.

We All Play is a jubilant romp 
that children are sure to enjoy 
again and again. Christian parents 
and caregivers who share this 
book with the children in their 
care have an excellent opportu-
nity to point to our Creator God 
as revealed in the Bible — God, 
who made all things, including 

children and animals, and called 
them good!

The book includes a glossary of 
Cree names for each of the ani-
mals depicted on its pages and an 
audio pronunciation guide for the 
Cree words. It can be found on-
line on the book page for We All 
Play at greystonebooks.com.

Sonya VanderVeen 
Feddema

Sonya is a freelance writ-
er living in St Catharines, 
Ont.

WE ALL PLAY 
Julie Flett 
Greystone Kids, 2021.
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“READING THE MORNING NEWSPAPER is the realist’s morning 
prayer,” quipped the philosopher Hegel. If he’s right, what does this 
reveal about my own heart when I groggily reach for my smartphone 
upon waking up, scrolling through headlines before even a word of 
prayer to God or a verse of Scripture?

Jeffrey Bilbro’s Reading the Times is a timely and timeless evalua-
tion of how Christians consume media. Its critique of North America’s 
overgrown media ecosystem (which has ensnared Christians along 
with everybody else) is penetrating and uncomfortable. By drawing 
on the deep wisdom of Scripture and the classical Christian tradition, 
it exposes our contemporary hunger for information as idolatrous. At 
the same time, Reading the Times provides relevant, concrete tips to 
help Christians use media wisely and with the aim of better loving 
God and neighbour.

In our age of social gridlock, political partisanship, fake news, and 
diminishing attention spans, experts often urge us to access media 
with less frequency but also greater discernment and breadth. Bilbro 
agrees but only to a point.

When we are inundated with stories and issues that demand our at-
tention it seems rather naive to think that democracy will be preserved 
if we simply have more news, more fact checking, more investigative 
reporting, and more deep dives. We don’t just need the media to cast 
a more piercing light; rather, as consumers of the news, we need to 
reevaluate the light we rely on to understand our times and discern 
how to respond.  

In offering a “practical theology of the news,” Reading the Times 
commends especially three formative habits for a Christian usage of 
media: attention, time and community.

ATTENTION
Because there is so much to see and hear on our media feeds, voices 
and images become louder and more outrageous to grab our attention. 
And complex issues are reduced to memes or hashtags. This renders 
us perpetually distracted, preoccupied with the immediate, and mere 
passive consumers of information. Bilbro remarks on the gap between 
our huge appetite for political news and our actual participation in 
civic life, which is meagre and sporadic.  

If we do manage to find some way of acting in response to the latest 
gripping news event, it tends to be through a kind of dramatic gesture 
– donating to a celebrity’s foundation or posting a video of someone 
dumping ice water over us – that aims at distant symptoms rather than 
nearby causes.

So how can we respond meaningfully to what is going on around 
us? How do we know what truly demands our attention amid scream-
ing headlines?  

For a start, Reading the Times encourages practicing silence and 
solitude. This might seem quietist, but it is, in fact, radical. Silence 
and solitude create the space necessary to be able to discern and act 
responsibly. Similarly, Bilbro recommends an attitude of sancta in-
differentia [holy indifference] exemplified in thinkers like Pascal and 
Merton. This is not to disregard what is happening in the world. It 
is, rather, a deep trust in God’s providence that gives us equanimity 
about the day’s news. Modern media is a combative atmosphere, and 
so much of our emotional investment in social and political news is 
to track whether our side is winning or losing, ergo ‘good news’ or 
‘bad news’. A robust doctrine of providence reminds us that we walk 
by faith and not sight through our world and its news; it also gives us 

TIMELY AND TIMELESS

READING THE TIMES: A
 LITERARY AND THEOLOGICAL 
INQUIRY INTO THE NEWS   
Jeffrey Bilbro 
IVP Academic, 2021.

Todd Statham 

leave to simply trust outcomes to 
God.

TIME
“If we want to learn how to read 
the news Christianly, we’ll have 
to learn to tell time Christianly”, 
writes Bilbro. He argues that sec-
ular people exclusively keep time 
as chronos, in other words, as the 
linear movement of hours and 
years. Our chronological clocks 
and calendars leave us obsessed 
with the news of the moment: 
daily events takes on “outsized 
importance in our lives” because 
each and every event is quite lit-
erally the vanguard of history. 
Reading the Times is sharply crit-
ical of both the left and right for 
equating chronos with progress, 
whether it’s the liberal progres-
sivism of CNN and Obama or 
Fox News and Trump’s desire to 
make America great again.

Scripture, however, keeps kai-
ros time. This is the ‘right’ time 
to act, time invested with mean-
ing from outside history. “In 
the fullness of time, God sent 
his Son….” (Gal 4:4). Like the 
prophets of the Old Testament, 
who interpreted Israel’s daily 
news by a standard outside of 
chronological time, Christians 
should read the news “not from 
an event’s location on the plane 
of chronos time but from how 
it participates in God’s kairos 
drama,” specifically the life and 
death of Jesus Christ. Only this 
way can we gain perspective to 
understand what is truly signif-
icant in the happenings of chro-
nos. 

COMMUNITY
The final section of Reading the 
Times laments how modern me-
dia has shifted the practice of 
community away from rooted 
relationships and local places to 
trending issues and online fac-
tions. When genuine, embodied 
community is usurped by special 
interest swarms on social me-
dia, we easily “register our out-

rage over a #MeToo scandal or 
a #BlackLivesMatter tragedy”; 
but, asks Bilbro, “will we actu-
ally discuss such issues with our 
neighbours or, better yet, actually 
address them in our communi-
ties?” Reading the Times recom-
mends a simple stroll through our 
neighbourhood for the “radical 
act” it is! This encourages us to 
lovingly notice the actual places 
in which we live, play and work, 
as well prioritize our attention to 
the news produced within these 
civic and religious communities.

Bilbro is aware that preferen-
tial attention to local places and 
people can become insular. So 
he does encourage Christians to 
form relationships and online 
communities that cut across our 
all-too-human tendency to ho-
mophilia (love of the same). But 
there is a whiff of the parochial 
about Reading the Times! I would 
have liked to see Bilbro wrestle 
more with the habits of attention, 
time and community in light of 
the fact that Christians are mem-
bers of the church catholic and 
citizens of a world that belongs 
to God. After all, Jesus’s most 
famous teaching on loving our 
neighbour, the Parable of a Good 
Samaritan, expands the notion of 
neighbour to those who are nei-
ther local nor rooted but foreign 
and in transit. 

Witty and often wise, Read-
ing the Times is challenging 
and sometimes contrarian in ar-
gument. It suggests formative 
practices for “reading the news 
Christianly” that are concrete, 
creative and practicable. Highly 
recommended for parents, pas-
tors, teachers, and small group 
leaders.  

Reviews

Todd Statham

Todd is the Christian Re-
formed Chaplain at the 
University of British Col-
umbia. He lives in Kelow-
na, B.C., with his wife and 
three children.
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AT FIRST, IT FELT a bit surreal. 
After two years of pandemic 
restrictions, Christian summer 
camping was finally returning 
to normal. One of the highlights 
of each summer for me is serv-
ing for a week as chaplain at 
Camp Douglas, the Presbyterian 
camp on British Columbia’s Sun-
shine Coast. After checking in at 
Horseshoe Bay ferry terminal, 
with parents waving goodbye 
and campers looking both excited 
and a little homesick already, we 
sailed on B.C. Ferries’ Queen of 
Coquitlam and arrived at Lang-
dale terminal 40 minutes later. As 
campers piled onto the waiting 
school bus, the old familiar camp 
songs came back in an instant, 
with lots of giggles and growing 
excitement as campers talked 
with each other and established 
new friendships. Twenty minutes 
later, the bus arrived at Camp 

LET IT SHINE
Christian camps create space for the Body of Christ to grow.   |  Ross Lockhart 

Douglas, currently celebrating its 
75th year of operation. The land 
was originally purchased by the 
Women’s Missionary Society in 
the 1940s and named after the 
Rev. R. J. Douglas. The camp 
buildings remain rustic, and the 
property includes stunning wa-
terfront access on a rocky beach, 
as well as lots of space for field 
games and archery, and a signif-
icant parcel of old growth forest 
complete with a treehouse. 

While additions are made 
each year (the most impressive 
this season being a human-sized 
foosball game), it is the enduring 
traditions of summer camp that 
draw people back year after year. 
Upon arrival, campers take part 
in orientation, followed by din-
ner, field games, and “mug up” 
(a cookie). Our first night ended 
with one of those great traditions: 
campfire. As chaplain, I’m privi-

leged to be a part of many tasks at 
camp, including leading staff bi-
ble study,  offering pastoral care 
and support to campers, and help-
ing to clean dishes in the kitchen. 
But one of the best parts is speak-
ing each night at campfire. Pre-
covid, the last several seasons 
were dampened by a fire ban as 
global warming made it unsafe to 
have open flame when so much 
of the province was on fire. So it 
felt strange but delightful to be 
there at the campfire anticipating 
the crackling flames, thanks in 
part to “Junuary” where it rained 
every day on the West Coast this 
year and kept the fire risk low. As 
campers wiggled in anticipation 
on logs, camp staff set firewood 
in the pit and struck a match. Our 
worship leader picked up her gui-
tar and we began to sing “This 
Little Light of Mine.” It felt sur-
real, and wonderful.

THE GROWING BODY
As I stood to speak to the “Small 
Fry” campers, I looked with ap-
preciation at the teenagers and 
young adults standing around the 
fire pit serving as camp staff for 
the summer. I smiled seeing the 
young, maturing Christian leaders 
while remembering when these 
staff members were the same age 
of the “Small Fry” campers only 
years ago. How had they changed 
so fast? How amazing to see God 
working in their lives, helping 
them take steps towards “the full 
measure of Christ” (Ephesians 

4:13). I recognized, not for the first 
time, how important camping min-
istries are in helping children grow 
into teenagers and young adults 
of vibrant Christian faith. Often 
camping ministries are labelled as 
“para-church ministries,” giving 
the impression there is church, and 
then there are a variety of extra 
or add-on ministries. But we also 
speak of the church as the body of 
Christ, and surely in a place like 
camp, where young bodies grow 
and mature in leadership and un-
derstanding of the gospel summer 
after summer, this is an important 
part of Christ’s family of faith. 

The church is the body of Christ, 
and its worldwide body is beauti-
ful and diverse, as well as frac-
tured and flawed. In the New Tes-
tament, Ekklesia is mentioned 114 
times and never once does it mean 
a building. Ekklesia means the 
called out people, those who are 
summoned, an invited concourse, 
an assembly. For the church to be 
the church, God gathers people 
who have responded to Jesus’ in-
vitation to “follow me,” and that 
gathering takes place in diverse 
locations – from congregational 
buildings ranging from cathedrals 
to storefront ministries, hospital 
or prison chapels to house church-
es, outdoor camps to catacombs. 
Wherever God’s people gather, 
they are called together by Christ 
as his body, and knowing they are 
made in God’s image, they are 
called to grow in God’s likeness. 
The church has used various terms 
to describe this growing body over 
the years, from sanctification to 
holiness to Christian maturity.
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CAMP AS INCUBATOR 
As a congregational minister, and 
now the Dean of a Presbyterian 
theological college, I have of-
ten (with great delight) watched 
as God has clearly transformed 
people both by the renewing of 
their minds and the deepening 
of their hearts in acts of mercy 
and compassion. But often it is 
those who work in children and 
youth ministry that can see the 
most significant change in the 
shortest amount of time. Stand-
ing to speak at the first campfire 
of the season, I was aware of how 
important it is for the church to 
continue creating spaces for God 
to work this essential faith forma-
tion and discipleship transforma-
tion in those who are growing in 
both body and spirituality. 

There are a variety of ways 
in which we as Christians grow 
and mature as the Body of Christ. 

The places where we grow can 
be as varied as congregations to 
camps, online virtual spaces to 
small groups and everywhere 
in between. In these places, the 
body of Christ grows and matures 
through a commitment to prac-
tices such as worship (liturgia), 
community (koinonia), service 
(diakonia), training (didache) 
and proclamation (kerygma). So, 
as I delighted being back again 
at a Christian summer camp, I 
also began to wonder what are 
the particular formation gifts that 
a camping ministry provides the 
wider Body of Christ we call the 
church?

At least three came to mind. 
First, at camp there is always a 
strong emphasis on place, and 
in particular the beauty of God’s 
creation. Christian camping min-
istries are known for their natu-
ral beauty and a way of helping 

everyone (especially those of us 
who live in urban areas) experi-
ence and appreciate God’s rev-
elation in creation. Ask anyone 
about camp, and they will quickly 
tell you about the fresh air, ocean 
or lake views, time spent on the 
beach or in the woods. Worship-
ping outdoors in rustic chapels 
surrounded by old growth forest 
or majestic ocean views leaves 
its mark on people in a way that 
even the loveliest church archi-
tecture must work hard to match. 
In a time and place where envi-
ronmental concerns are rightly 
growing, and Christians ask good 
questions about creation care as 
well as our responsibility (with 
others) for proper stewardship of 
this world, camps provide a place 
for new generations of believers 
to weave a love of God’s creation 
with the love of Christ’s gospel.  

Second, for campers and young 
adult staff, the experience of shar-
ing life 24/7 in a Christian com-
munity is a powerful (and chal-
lenging) revelation of the gospel. 
Often, in an urban congregational 
setting, Christians see their fellow 
church members once a week for 
a little over an hour in a worship 
setting. But at camp, Christians 
share all aspects of life together 
from the fun (field games, water-
front, arts and crafts, bible study) 
to the challenging (sharing chores 
together, dealing with others when 
they get on your nerves, or letting 
people see you when you are not 
at your best). All of this is set 
within a daily routine of prayer. 
As one camp staff member said 
to me, “At camp we get to know 
each other, warts and all. But we 
also do everything in prayer. We 
pray throughout the day – first 
thing in the morning as staff, at 
chapel, mealtime, bible study, 
campfire and devotionals in the 
cabin. I miss that community of 
prayer whenever I go home at the 
end of summer. My local church 
is great, but there is nothing quite 
like the deep sense of belonging 
to a community here.” The people 
and place of Christian camps are 
seasonal experiments in intention-
al Christian community that pro-
vide rich learning for how to share 
and show the gospel when we are 

scattered the rest of the year.  
Third, camp life provides chil-

dren, teenagers, and young adults 
specific and important leadership 
opportunities. In many congrega-
tional settings, the leadership roles 
are filled by older adults, and it is 
difficult to have that responsibility 
(and power) shared with newcom-
ers, including younger people. At 
camp, it is simply not possible 
for the Christian community to 
run efficiently unless everyone 
works together, and leadership is 
shared with those still developing 
their gifts and skills. Camp staff 
take care of campers only a few 
years younger than themselves.  
The Leadership-in-Training pro-
gram at each camp offers concrete 
skills for those who are hoping to 
serve on staff in the years ahead. 
Campers themselves find new 
gifts and skills within themselves 
while playing field games or go-
ing on kayaking trips. Camping 
ministries are Christian leadership 
incubators that help young disci-
ples discover and implement their 
God-given skills. An important 
part of this leadership develop-
ment includes the essential role 
of mentorship, whether it be from 
adult camp directors, chaplains or 
more experienced camp staff to 
those learning to lead in this out-
door Christian environment.

FROM CAMPER TO LEADER
This year at camp, as sparks 
danced above campfire logs, I 
looked closely at the young fac-

Ross Lockhart

Ross is the Dean of St. 
Andrew’s Hall. All photos 
with this article are from 
Camp Douglas, the Pres-
byterian camp on B.C.’s 
Sunshine Coast.

es illuminated by the flickering 
flame and gave God thanks once 
more for the way in which the 
Body of Christ grows and ma-
tures through camping minis-
tries. I saw my oldest child and 
my youngest around the campfire 
singing God’s praise together, 
one a camp staff member and the 
other a camper, and I realized that 
in just a handful of years at camp 
one moves from a young child to 
a responsible leader. This change 
is not simply in the natural matur-
ing of a child to young adult over 
the years. As Christians, we rec-
ognize the remarkable and trans-
formative role of the Holy Spirit 
in our lives, the sanctifying pres-
ence of God that helps us “walk 
worthily” and take steps towards 
the full measure of Jesus Christ, 
who is the light of the world. As 
the worship leader strummed her 
guitar, we were reminded again 
of God’s presence, power and 
purpose at work in each and ev-
ery life in God’s good Creation as 
we continued singing,

This little light of mine
I’m going to let it shine
Let it shine, let it shine,  
let it shine. 
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VISIT OUR NEW WEBSITE WWW.LINKCHARITY.CA 
OR CALL 1-800-387-8146 FOR MORE INFORMATION.

Gift Planning
. . . simplified

GUARANTEED LIFETIME INCOME AND GREAT GIFTS TO YOUR CHARITIES
Link Charity issued $3.1 million in new Charitable Gift Annuity agreements in our last fiscal 
year. With the much higher rates being offered, these life incomes are looking better than ever! 
Link Charity continues to be the leading issuer of the Charitable Gift Annuity in Canada.

HERE ARE SOME SAMPLE RATES FOR CHARITABLE GIFT ANNUITIES
Based on a single life, $100,000 and payable quarterly. Agreements as low as $20,000 are 
available.

EXACT RATES  IN THE CHART  
Joint Life agreements would pay less but would pay as long as either of the two people are living. 
You can estimate a payment rate if your age is between the samples listed. We continue to recom-
mend the Charitable Gift Annuity with great success. Canada Revenue Agency governs what we 
are permitted to pay with adjustments to the long-term bond rate yield. Since December 31 it is 
up dramatically. It has gone from 1.75% to 2.80%. Quotations now are near all-time highs 
for most ages. An accurate quotation is available for you, confidentially, and without obligation. 
Call Harry Houtman today!!

MALE FEMALE

Donor Age 87 8.87% 8.66%

Donor Age 82 7.67% 7.40%

Donor Age 78 6.93% 6.65%

Donor Age 72 6.11% 5.84%

All or nearly all of the income is tax free, 
every year, for life

Minimum immediate receipt of 20%

ReFrameMinistries.org

The Good News is For All People!

In Burkina Faso, West Africa, Mariam was in deep 
pain. Her marriage of 28 years was crumbling. Her 
husband had been unfaithful, and she did not know 
where to turn. 

Thankfully, she was not alone.

Through ReFrame’s French ministry partners, she 
found a radio program. She learned that God had not 
left her. Radio producers and follow-up staff in her 
area helped her see that God’s people were there in 
her time of need. 

Thank you for answering God’s call to share the 
good news to the ends of the earth.

You can reach people like Mariam at 
ReFrameMinistries.org/give
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When I look at the
black freckles on the
right side of my beloved’s
face it becomes

clear that I am here
doing what I was made
to do to behold to brush
the soft skin

with my hand to wake up
each morning with eyes
stayed on my wife
as though it were

a discipline a calling
a marriage intended to begin
and end in glory this is
the inexorable wheel

THE SIMPLE ACT OF WAKING UP
after Mary Oliver

this is what Paul said Ireaneaus 
said
the glory of God
is a person fully alive
so why would I

do anything but lie there
for a moment or an hour
beside her body
at rest or my son

his delicate body asleep
his eyelids fallen upon
his curious mind wanting
so badly for his dad

to pay attention even
while he slumbers surely
I can offer such affection
such holiness
in the simple act of
waking up with eyes
that peer through the veil
of crust and fatigue

and everything else
we do not want
in our lives on our faces
in our poems 

Alfonso “Sito” Sasieta

Alfonso is a caregiver, poet, dancer, and father. He lives in Hyattsville, MD, 
outside the Washington DC area. He works in a L’Arche community, where 
adults with & without intellectual disabilities share their lives together.

ONE NIGHT, IN THE MIDST OF THE CRC’s Synod, I awoke with a word 
in my head. Vivisection. I’m not entirely sure what to make of this 
early morning revelation. Some folks dream lucidly, others sweat 
through nightmares. Me? Apparently I receive ten-dollar words.

It might be just the peculiarity of my own gray matter arrangement, 
though I’m leaving open the possibility that it also might be (literally) 
a word from the Lord, who, I suspect, has become quite annoyed at 
the way his people keep carving up his body. 

Vivisection means to cut apart a living thing. It would seem the 
word has met the moment. Like most folks who are paying attention 
to Synodical deliberations about human sexuality, I don’t know what 
the months and years to come will bring. That said, it wouldn’t be 
foolish to place a bet in favour of a schism. 

I wish it were not so. I don’t think I’m alone in that.
Yet I’ve heard some folks make an attempt to spin an impending 

schism as something positive. They tell me a loving separation is 
possible, and the two sides can wish each other well, and then go about 
their separate business. Others say they don’t have the wherewithal 
for another extended quarrel, and so, in an effort to avoid further pain, 
argue that we should make the break now. 

A SCALPEL, A WORD, 
A SCHISM 

Brian Bork  |  reviews@christiancourier.ca

Brian is CC’s Review Editor and a CRC chaplain at the University 
of Waterloo and Wilfrid Laurier University.

HOW CAN WE SANCTIFY 
SCHISMS? 
If only it were so simple. For 
one, “two sides” assumes a 
tidy binary that just isn’t there. 
Even in my own reflection on 
the complexities of human 
sexuality, I feel pulled in many 
directions at once, finding rest in 
one conclusion one day, and in 
another the next. So many others 
feel the same. And of course, a 
hastier move toward a schism 
might initially seem better in a 
pulling-a-bandaid-off kind of 
way, yet the pain still creates 
fissures through families and 
friendships, and will trickle down 
through the generations, too.

It is understandable, though, 
that we might think this way in an 
effort to sanctify our schismatic 
tendencies, as a way to paint over 
the shame and guilt we might feel 
about standing on this precipice 
yet again. Generally, I’m loathe 
to recommend wading around 
in shame and guilt, but on this 
score, I don’t think we feel them 
as intensely as we should.

The dictionary tells me that the 

noun form of my early morning 
word is vivisectionist. I didn’t 
know that until now, but I’m 
grateful to receive it, too, as now 
I have another name for our tribe. 
It’s who we are, isn’t it? The 
history of our little communion 
in the broader church catholic is 
lousy with schism after schism 
after schism. It seems every 
forty or sixty years we decide 

that we just can’t live with each 
other any longer, and that it’s 
time to cut this body into ever 
smaller parcels. Somehow we 
think this shows how deep and 
serious is our love for God and 
his word.

And so we stand here again, 
holding the scalpel over this 
living body. How conventional. 
How callous. How pitiable. 

Picasso's "Sleeping woman (Meditation)," 1904. 
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THE MEN (THEY ARE MOSTLY MEN) arrive at the clinic and take their 
seats in the waiting room. It’s a nondescript medical office with a 
busy receptionist, examination rooms and various types of medical 
equipment. This clinic is unique, however, because the patients all 
arrive with a black nylon bag over their shoulders. Some of them 
look like lunch boxes while others could easily be laptop bags.   
It reminds me of something out of a Mysterious Benedict Society nov-
el. Are these the nefarious Ten Men bringing their disguised, deadly 
devices for retooling, all the better to threaten adventurous children!? 
Alas, the reality isn’t so interesting. These patients are being treated 
for sleep apnea and are bringing their CPAP machines to their consults 
with a respiratory therapist. They are fantastic gizmos, no doubt, but 
wouldn’t make an appearance in children’s literature.

THE INTIMACY OF BREATH
Maybe it’s only my perception or projection, but I sense an eye-avert-
ing awkwardness among patients. Would that be unusual? We humans 
are awkward about our bodies at the best of times. More so, perhaps, 
when the apparatus carried, surreptitiously, is all tubes and headgear 
and mask. It’s not the kind of thing you’d be keen to acknowledge in 
just anyone’s presence.

A medical device you wear on your face, and to bed, gets very 
close to the most private dimensions of our lives. It’s also about your 
breath, and what is more intimate? And contrary to the impulses 

BREATH AND BREATHLESS
Roland De Vries |  rdevries@pcmtl.ca

Roland is Principal of The Presbyterian College in Montreal 
where he also teaches.

of contemporary culture, public 
sharing of the private isn’t al-
ways meaningfully therapeutic. 
Sometimes it’s worth keeping 
private things, well, private.
Given our fraught relationships 
in and with our bodies and our 
physical vulnerabilities, awk-
wardness crosses easily into the 
realm of shame – an embodied 
experience of disgrace or dis-
honour at our physical selves, the 
sense that my body and its lim-
itations diminish me, whether in 
my own eyes or the eyes of oth-
ers. Many of us are also loath, of 
course, to project anything other 
than strength and competence. 

SLEEP APNEA AND CPAPS
Sleep apnea is a potentially seri-
ous sleep disorder that causes a 
person’s breathing to stop and then 
recommence many times through 
the night. The symptoms include 
snoring, daytime sleepiness, trou-
ble concentrating, irritability or 
depression, sore throat and head-
aches. It can also lead to signifi-
cant longer-term harms such as 
high blood pressure, stroke and 
heart disease. Well, then. . .

The CPAP machine is one ther-
apeutic response to sleep apnea, 
and can be as disruptive to life and 
sleep as the symptoms of the disor-
der. The treatment uses air pressure, 
by way of a nose or face mask, to 
prevent the relaxation of muscles 
that causes the airway to close. 
Like most therapies, some find it a 
straightforward device to use while 
others find it challenging – some are 
good at staying with the regimen, 
others not so much. Our patterns 
of breath are unique to us, and not 
always easily reshaped by therapy.

In daily life, many of us are 
oblivious to our bodies – we in-
habit them without much thought. 
The risk of this unreflective mode 
is not only that we will inevitably, 
one day, be rudely introduced to 
our bodies; the risk is also that 
we remain unreflective about our 
vulnerability, our awkwardness 
and the potential for shame in our-
selves and with others. It is very 
good to celebrate our embodied 
life in God’s creation, and it is also 
good to celebrate this embodiment 
with honesty and with care. 
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CAMPFIRE REVELATIONS 
Emily T. Wierenga
Emily is a wife and mother who is passionate about the church 
and lives in northern Alberta. She is the author of the memoirs 
Atlas Girl and Making it Home, and the founder of a non-profit 
working in Africa and Asia.

THE FIRE CURLS LIKE A SCARLET PAINTBRUSH, streaking the night 
with oranges and reds.

Our men are at the picnic table with oldest sons, playing a board 
game, and we’re huddled in old flannel and old sweaters swapping 

dreams like recipes in this camp-
ground by the river.

The air smells like burnt 
marshmallows. We hear the rush 
of the river like the sound of 
God’s voice and he’s speaking 
now, through my friend, who 
lost both her parents relatively 
recently and spent the past year 
going through their house, sort-
ing things. 

“I held items in my hands and 
they seemed to turn to ash,” she 
says to me, the fire lighting up 
half her face. 

I think of the mountain peaks 
surrounding us, harsh granite 
stretching to cobalt blue skies 
here in Jasper, Alberta. The trees 
poking like toothpicks from the 
top of Old Fort Point. How grass-
like we are. Even as flames lick 
the night, only ash will remain. 
“What is man that you are mind-
ful of him, oh God?”

Wildflowers pattern our rocky 
path to the river, Bluebells and 
Tiger Lilies and Baby’s Breath, 

God’s garden, here today, gone 
tomorrow – fleeting beauty. 

Yet it matters. This moment. This 
fire. Those flowers. Those items. 
All of them, cherished heirlooms. 

They matter because they re-
mind us, in all of their temporal-
ity, of eternity. 

THE THREADS THAT BIND 
My friend and I reflect on our 
age, even as we sit under a dark-
ening sky, of being in our forties, 
and how we want to do big things 
that matter and little things with 
great thoughtfulness. To make 
the most of the rest of our days 
here on earth. My friend is a 
painter and has a vision to cap-
ture portraits of people in their 
solitude, doing things they love – 
like quilting, reading, caring for 
chickens. Capturing their essence 
and also those fleeting, important 
moments. Hallowed yet hidden 
snapshots of time.

And I share of the burden in 
my soul for all humanity to know 

their purpose, to know they be-
long to a Father who wove them 
together in their mother’s wombs. 
How I carry an intercession for 
the world and a weeping soul like 
Jeremiah. 

Our voices together are like 
water spouts, splashing about 
with the roar of the river, and I 
feel my spirit quicken within, 
even as we spur one another on. 

We talk of Elizabeth Elliot, 
and Brother Lawrence – wash-
ing dishes with great prayers and 
praise – and then we rise to tuck 
our children into bed, their own 
souls clamouring to be heard, 
seen and loved, while the river 
rushes on and the flames flicker. 

It’s the invisible things, the 
threads that bind, which press 
us on – towards higher thoughts, 
but also, lower places, hid-
den with Christ. From dust to 
dust, from glory to glory. These 
treasured friendships, like great 
clouds of witnesses, cheering us 
on to the end. 

Jasper National Park.
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BLESSED ARE THE FLEXIBLE
Heidi VanderSlikke  |  hmvanderslikke@hotmail.com

Heidi lives in Mapleton Township, Ont. Her life and writing centre 
on faith, family and farm life.

“BLESSED ARE THE FLEXIBLE, for they shall not be bent out of shape.” 
So they say. You know – Hakuna Matata people. They roll with the 
punches, go with the flow. Me? I’ll take routine and predictability. 
Make a list. Stick to it. Admittedly, it rarely works. My clever plans 
are easily derailed. But I keep trying.

So I woke up one Monday morning with my week pretty well mapped 
out. Sure, there was a slim chance of a whirlwind trip to Quebec, but most 
likely not. Jack had found a terrific deal on a piece of back-saving equip-
ment located in Sherbrooke, PQ. Shipping options were complicated. Best 
to pick it up ourselves. I wasn’t about to send him alone on a long journey 
into strange territory with signs in a language he doesn’t understand. (His 
only French word is ooh-la-la!) Besides, why should he have all the fun?

With chickens in the barn, though, the planets would have to align 
for us to get away together. Enter our daughter Stephanie who used to 
regularly look after birds for us. Now she has three little girls and a full 
schedule. She also has a soft heart for her dad. And bingo! I had less 

than a day to cancel appointments, 
finish some business that couldn’t 
be postponed and prepare for an 
early morning departure. 

ROAD SIGNS & KEY LIME PIE
The road trip was on – nine 
hours of comfortable chit-
chat and listening to music 
and podcasts. By splurging on 
the 407, we blissfully skipped 
the 401 traffic jams. We took 
turns driving through gorgeous 

scenery under a sapphire sky. 
In Quebec I deciphered signs 
while Jack found our destina-
tion. We checked into a hotel 
for the night and began search-
ing for a restaurant.

Jack pulled into a parking spot. 
“You can’t park here,” I said, 
pointing to the dire warning, 
“Stationnement Interdit.”

“That could say anything,” 
said Jack.

“See the picture of the car hooked 
up to the tow truck?” I replied. He 
laughed and drove on.

At last we found a lovely restau-
rant with ample parking. The server 
greeted us in French, then quickly 
switched to English for our sakes. 

After a fabulous meal he of-
fered a variety of desserts, all by 
their English names. Then his 
brow furrowed. “And, we have 
Pouding Chomeur,” he said, “I 

don’t know the English. It has 
cake, ice cream and maple syr-
up.”

Jack’s face lit up like a child on 
Christmas morning. “Maple syr-
up?”

“Oui, but it is very big.”  
“Mmm . . . maple syrup,” said 

Jack.
“Very big,” said the waiter, 

spreading out his hands.
We decided to share a piece of 

key lime pie – to die for, in any 
language.

Next morning we picked up 
our equipment and headed back. 
We had another glorious day for 
the return trip. Arriving home, 
we found Stephanie and her girls 
had taken good care of the farm. 
I have to admit the whole excur-
sion was a lot of fun.

See?  I can do hakuna matata. 
After all, blessed are the flexible.

IT IS SUNBURN WEATHER today. 
A bare-feet, more-popsicles, sit-
beside-the-fan kind of day. On 
summer days like this, we move 
more slowly and drink more wa-
ter, paying attention to the de-
mands of the body. Take care, 
self-care and air conditioning.  
When Angela Reitsma Bick men-
tioned that the theme for this August 
issue was The Body, the words of 
C. S. Lewis came to my mind, loud 
and clear. “You do not have a soul. 
You are a soul. You have a body.” 
It is a neat turn of phrase that tries 
to focus our gaze heavenward and 
away from trivial matters. It also 
seems to be distinctly un-Lewisian, 
if Narnian Christmas tea parties are 
anything to go by. Throughout his 
writing, fiction and theology alike, 
Lewis emphasizes the goodness of 
creation and the dangers of dimin-
ishing it.  I looked for the specific 
source on the quotation and came 
up blank. Many writers seem to 
quote it, but the words are hard to 
pin down. Maybe the quotation is 

PAYING ATTENTION
Katie Munnik  |  katiemunnik@yahoo.ca

Katie is an Ottawa writer living in Cardiff with her spouse and three growing 
children. You can also find Katie on twitter @messy_table.

more akin to anachronistic Einstein 
memes than anything Lewis actual-
ly set to paper.

EMBODIED FAITH 
In our scriptures, bodies are 
healed and hurt, fed and comfort-
ed, embraced, damaged and resur-
rected. Ours is an embodied faith. 
Our bodies are not merely shells 

or temporary clothing – they are 
the location of all our love and all 
our understanding, the site of each 
encounter we have with God. 
In her book, I Am My Body: a 
Theology of Embodiment, the 
German feminist theologian Elis-
abeth Moltmann-Wendel calls the 
church to wake from its long his-

tory of distorting the experiences 
of our bodies and stop focusing so 
much on suffering and fear. West-
ern theology has too frequently 
begun with the fall instead of cre-
ation. Moltmann-Wendel reminds 
us that we are made in God’s good 
image and called to celebrate  
God incarnate. 

STRONGER SENSES
I find Moltmann-Wendel’s writ-
ing about our senses particularly 
compelling: “There is no barrier 
between sense and thought, any 
more than there is between faith 
and life.” She writes that whole-
ness comes when we start think-
ing in a believing way with the 
senses.  Senses bring us home to 
the world. The warmth of sum-
mer days and the coolness of fresh 
water remind us of the living care 
God has in our lives. We might 
call what Moltmann-Wendel is de-
scribing attention or mindfulness, 
and it feels specifically necessary 
in our abstracted, screen-timed, 
anxious pandemic lives.  
Early in the pandemic, a friend of 
mine had covid and, like many, lost 
her senses of smell and taste. As part 
of her long recovery, she was in-
structed to undergo “smell training” 
to help retrain her brain to recognize 
different smells.  Routine, delib-

erate sniffing of four things, each 
with a distinct and familiar smell, 
was meant to expand her range of 
post-illness senses. Mint, garlic, 
coffee, lemon – each of these woke 
her to the wider world of diverse 
fragrances around her. She visited 
the doctor expecting a prescription 
of steroids and went home again 

with a grocery bag filled with good 
things.
Our senses ground us and teach 
us. We feel – and taste and see and 
smell – where goodness lies and 
what we need to thrive. With at-
tention, we can care for the holy 
bodies we are, and the good cre-
ation all around us. 
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“Taste and see that 
the Lord is good; 

blessed is the one 
who takes refuge in 

him.” Psalm 34:8 'Children Playing on the Beach' (1984) by Marry Cassatt, from the National Gallery of Art.
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AS A CHILD, I FOUND preach-
ers’ talk about being the body 
of Christ more disturbing than 
comforting.  Frightening fanta-
sies of strange bodies danced 
in my head while the minister 
droned on.   Children’s songs 
about being hands and feet for 
Jesus and “Be Careful, Lit-
tle Eyes What You See”,  used 
body images to teach me to be 
good.  But what if I was one 
of those less desirable parts in 
verses that Dad dutifully read 
at the dinner table? Those were 
the days when every verse was 
read, in three readings a day, 
with little explanation.  When I 
became a Sunday school teach-
er I tried to make sure the sym-
bolic language about the body 
of Christ had positive meanings 
for the children in my class.   

CURRENT QUESTIONS
Now my struggles are different, 
but equally perplexing.  Three 
threads of current life provoke 
new questions about the body 
of Christ, words we say so eas-
ily in church.  First, what does 
it mean to be part of the one 
body of Christ when some parts 
explicitly link Christ’s name 
with public actions and policies 
that cause harm and injustice 
to other people, policies I work 
against all week?  Like a can-
cerous body, can the body of 
Christ be internally destroying 
itself? What might be chemo-
therapy for the body of Christ? 

Secondly, new findings about 
the complex, integrated way our 
brains, minds and bodies work 
together lead to questions about 
teachings based on assumptions 

BODY OR EMBODY?
Kathy Vandergrift  |  kathyvandergrift@rogers.com 

Kathy, a public policy analyst, brings experience in government, social 
justice work and a Master’s Degree in Public Ethics to her reflections.

that our minds control the way 
our bodies behave. Many Bi-
ble verses, rooted in primitive 
biology, will need fresh inter-
pretations as we learn more 
about how what we experience 
affects our DNA, memories, 
consciousness and conscience 
– also into the next genera-
tions.  This adds complexity to 
notions of what it means to be 

part of the body of Christ. 
Finally, as a woman, I can’t 

ignore the research about the 
harm done to girls and women 
by Christian purity teachings 
about women’s bodies. Not only 
has much of the church, the body 
of Christ, failed to stand up for 
women in society, these teach-
ings about sexual feelings and 
shame and the primary duty of 

women to use their bodies to 
please husbands have caused 
real harm to real women.  I have 
joined non-Christian “bodies” 
to fight against the teachings of 
churches assumed to be part of 
the body of Christ. Fortunate-
ly, teachings about women in 
the body of Christ are changing 
through the important work of 
women like Beth Allison Barr, 
Sheila Wray Gregoire and Linda 
Kay Klein. 

AGENCY    
I find it helpful to highlight 
Scripture’s focus on the active, 
evolving concept of embodying 
Christ in the way we relate to 
others and our world.  Embody, 
in its verb form, draws attention 
to the agency of the person – the 
ability to act, to make choices, 
to exercise power and control.   
Respect for the moral agency of 
every person, especially women 
and children, needs more atten-
tion in Christian ethics and our 
teachings about what it means to 
be part of the body of Christ.  

GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
David T. Koyzis  |  dtkoyzis@gmail.com

David is a Global Scholar with Global Scholars Canada and 
the author of Political Visions and Illusions, now out in 
Portuguese and Spanish editions.

BECAUSE I WAS BORN AND RAISED in the United States, I was taught 
in the public schools to revere the country’s 18th-century founders 
who had crafted a constitution so perfect as to be virtually fool proof. 

Embodying a series of checks 
and balances among legislative, 
executive and judicial powers, 
the Constitution of the United 
States established one of the lon-
gest lasting political systems in 
the world, its longevity exceeded 
only by that of the United King-
dom. Unfortunately, the US has 
seen its share of leaders who, if 
they have not quite attained the 
status of fool, have been covert-
ly or overtly contemptuous of the 
constitutional limits placed on 
their offices. Moreover, virtually 
every country that has borrowed 
an American-style presidential 
system has eventually ended up 
a dictatorship, Turkey being the 
latest unhappy example of this.

STABILITY
This is why, despite my upbring-
ing, I have come to appreciate 
constitutional monarchy as a guar-
antor of political stability and as 
conducive to a modicum of public 
justice. Our Westminster system is 

not perfect, and I could wish for 
more limits on the power of the 
prime minister and a willingness 
to co-operate across partisan di-
visions. Nevertheless, the handful 
of constitutional monarchies are 
among the most successful nations 
in the world, boasting high lev-
els of mutual trust and economic 
prosperity. When Spain reverted 
to a monarchy following the death 
of Francisco Franco, King Juan 
Carlos guided the country into a 
democratic future, even success-
fully foiling a coup attempt a few 
years later.

In Canada and 14 other Com-
monwealth Realms, once styled 
dominions, Queen Elizabeth II 
presides as head of state, serenely 
carrying out the responsibilities 
she strongly believes God gave 
her. She has done so since before 
I was born and continues to do 
so after my retirement. No other 
monarch in the modern era has 
reigned as long as she. During 
her seven decades on the throne, 

she earned the admiration both of 
her own subjects and of people 
around the world, who have good 
reason to envy people living in 
these realms.

At age 96, the Queen has seen 
a lot of history, including what 
Francis Fukuyama labelled the 
“Great Disruption” and Charles 
Tayler called the rise of “ex-
pressive individualism.” On 
her 21st birthday, while visiting 
South Africa, the young Prin-
cess Elizabeth vowed to serve 
her people for as long as she 
lived, manifesting a clear sense 
of duty in a family devoted to 
public service. Today, when 
Western culture seems preoc-
cupied with personal autonomy 
and finding one’s authentic self, 
our Queen embodies an older 
and nobler standard of service 
to which we can look with ad-
miration, while praying that her 
heirs and successors will follow 
the path she has set. God save 
the Queen! 
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THE SECOND AND THIRD OF THE Five Points of Calvinism (known 
by the acronym of TULIP) have to do with the time God decided or 
knew (past tense) about what would happen (future tense). As I said 
in my previous column, these doctrines violate the fact that God does 
not exist in time, which in turn creates serious questions about the 
doctrines we confess in the CRC. 

THE CHOICES OF GOD 
Bob Bruinsma  |  bruinsmabob@gmail.com

Bob is a retired Professor of Education (The King's Universi-
ty) living in Edmonton.

Calvinists believe that before 
the foundation of the world God 
chose persons who would be 
saved in time, and that this choice 
is unconditional. God predestines 
the elect based solely on God’s 
good grace; there is nothing a 
person can do to influence God 
about this choice. Those not 
chosen by God’s good pleasure, 
the reprobate, are consigned to 
eternal punishment. Since all 
persons are totally depraved in this 
view (see my previous column), 
the reprobate receive what they 
deserve. God demonstrates 
love for humankind in that God 
mercifully saves some even 
though all deserve to perish.

Arminianism, the belief system 
that the Canons of Dordt were 
written to counteract, holds 
that election is based on God’s 
foreknowledge of those who 
would believe in God through 
faith. In other words, those who 
choose God of their own free will 
are the ones God elected. Election 

is conditional on one’s response to 
God’s gracious offer of salvation. 

UNLIMITED ATONEMENT
The third of the Five points 
of Calvinism continues: since 
election is unconditional and not 
all are saved, Christ’s atonement 
for sin is limited to the elect. Since 
Christ died only for the elect, his 
atonement is wholly successful.

On the other hand, Arminians 
believe that Christ died for 
everyone. The Saviour’s atoning 
death provides the means of 
salvation for the entire human 
race, and Christ’s atonement 
is unlimited.  However, while 
unlimited, his atonement is 
effective only for those who 
believe. (Arminians are not 
necessarily universalists.)

CHOOSE WHOM YOU WILL SERVE
All this theological speculation 
founders on assuming that God 
is, like us, a time-bound entity. 
And that assumption makes a 

mockery of God’s sovereignty. 
There is no past that God has left 
behind and no future that God 
does not yet inhabit. God exists 
in an all encompassing present.  
It is not our prerogative to limit 
God to our time-bound notions of 
existence, even though God drops 
down to our level to communicate 
with us in human, time-bound 
language. We experience our 
existence as a continuum moving 
from a past through the present 
to a future with consequences. 
Existentially we know, and 
the Bible tells us, that we have 
considerable responsibility for 
our actions within time. The best 
we as time-bound humans can 
do is use our God-given agency 
to choose whom we will serve. 
Joshua challenged the Israelites: 
“Choose you this day whom you 
will serve . . . as for me and my 
house, we will serve the Lord.” 
(Joshua 24:15)  If that is our 
choice, I’m sure a loving God, in 
Christ, will honour it. 

THERE ARE THREE KINDS of peo-
ple in the church today: deists, 
dualists and devoted.

In 2005, sociologists Smith 
and Lundquist coined the phrase 
“Moral Therapeutic Deism” to de-
scribe a belief of American teenag-
ers: religion is about being “good” 
(culturally defined) so that one 
can be happy; God is a minimally 
involved Creator. It’s an individu-
alistic faith, blended with culture. 
Evil threatens this belief system. 

Instead of deism, “Moral Ther-
apeutic Dualism” is now on the 
rise – although I can’t claim the 
sociological research to prove it. 
Religion is increasingly about 
moral behaviour; Christians de-
fine right and wrong, we value 
clarity over unity and claim it is 
for the good of culture. If they 
disagree, we will force them by 
law to do it our way.  

EVIL, BACKWARDS
Tom Wolthuis  |  tomwolthuis@gmail.com
Dr. Thomas is a CRC pastor serving as the English pastor of the 
Chinese Church of Iowa City. He has been a campus minister, in-
stitute president, professor, pastor, and church planter. His Biblical 
Studies podcasts are at www.geneva-ui.org. 

In the satire God’s Favorite 
Idiot, the self-righteous preach-
er says, “Only the righteous are 
right.” This portrayal of a dualis-
tic battle between Satan and God 
shows God losing. The Mor-
al Therapeutic Dualists do not 
challenge this dualism, only the 
claim about who is winning.

TYPES OF DUALISM
A simplistic dualism leads to di-
saster. To see those who disagree 
with you as evil, to be controlled 
or defeated, has become our pol-
itics, our cultural, and, unfor-
tunately, our religious practice. 
Listen for war imagery in soci-
ety. Christian warriors are cru-
sading, distorting the apocalyp-
tic imagery of heavenly battles. 
Now “right makes might.”

Some operate out of an anthro-
pological dualism that separates 

body and spirit, elevating the spir-
it and denigrating the body. This 
is inherited from Plato, and often 
leads to an escape from surround-
ing culture.

A polarizing cosmic dualism 
of good and evil is popular – ask 
Marvel. This metaphysical dualism 
originated in Zoroastrianism in 6th 
century B.C. Persia. Jewish people 
in exile incorporated this dualism 
into new stories of the origin and 
“fall” of Satan, which carried over 
into Christian and Islamic traditions. 

Many Christians read cosmic 
dualism into Genesis 3, Job 1-2 
and Revelation: Light vs. Dark-
ness; Right vs. Wrong; Us vs. 
Them.  We see this dualism in 
the 3rd century A.D. heresy of 
Manichaeism that claimed the 
early life of Saint Augustine and 
tempted C. S. Lewis before his 
conversion. As Aquinas, Augus-
tine and Lewis all point out, this 
dualism elevates evil, which is 
only ever a parasite on the good.

Perhaps we can learn a more 
nuanced approach from Taoism’s 
philosophy of Yin and Yang. Two 
opposite principles interact with 
each other in an inter-connected 

harmony. Light in the dark and 
dark in the light, within a great-
er whole. This could illustrate 
Paul’s view in 1 Cor. 12:25-26, 
“so that there should be no divi-
sion in the body, but that its parts 
should have equal concern for 
each other.” 

DEVOTED
“Just as a body, though one, has 
many parts, but all its many parts 

form one body, so it is with Christ. 
For we were all baptized by one 
Spirit so as to form one body… the 
body is not made up of one part but 
of many.” (1 Cor.12:12-14) 

There are those devoted to God 
and each other, not by force, but 
by suffering; not by conquest, 
but by community. Be devoted in 
God’s mission to all people, that 
“evil” may be turned around to 
spell “live.” 
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THE SHADOW OF DEATH
Canada’s government looks into expanding MAiD eligibility to people with 
mental illnesses. |  Shannon Brink

IN MAY, AN EXPERT PANEL 
formed by Health Canada in 
2021, in collaboration with re-
searchers, stakeholders and cli-
nicians, released a final report 
to the federal government rec-
ommending safeguards, proto-
cols and guidance for providing 
MAiD (Medical Assistance in 
Dying) to persons with mental 
illnesses. This is in preparation 
for March 17, 2023, when the ex-
clusion of mental illnesses in Bill 
C-7, An Act to amend the Crim-
inal Code (medical assistance in 
dying) will be repealed. The ex-

pert panel released the 136 page 
report, admitting “We are aware 
these discussions can be conten-
tious, and on the specific topic of 
MAiD for mental illness there is 
a full spectrum of views.” 

The purpose of the panel was 
clearly stated. They were not to 
determine if MAiD should be 
offered to people with mental 
illnesses, but to make recommen-
dations to the federal government 
on what procedural safeguards 
and procedures should apply. 

Some experts challenged this 
purpose, since there is no scien-
tific evidence to prove that the 
benefits of MAiD outweigh the 

harm for people with mental ill-
nesses. The future is uncertain; 
what if recovery was possible? 
The panel responded by saying 
that argument makes an assump-
tion “that death when future re-
covery is possible is a harm, and 
continued life with suffering is a 
benefit.” But they point out that 
society no longer decides what 
counts as benefit and harm in 
Canada – it’s now a question for 
individual values and Canadi-
an law. The expert panel admit-
ted that Canadians are divided: 
“No system of safeguards, pro-

tocols and guidance will satisfy 
everyone because people differ 
in terms of how they make the 
compromises between the com-
peting values at the heart of this 
practice.” Nevertheless, Canada 
may soon be the third country 
to offer MAiD services for those 
with mental illness as their sole 
underlying diagnosis, along with 
the Netherlands and Belgium.

MAID IN CANADA   
Since 2016, MAiD has been 
available for all Canadian pa-
tients who are 18 years or older 
and who have a “grievous and 
irremediable medical condition” 

which causes “enduring physi-
cal and psychological suffering 
that is intolerable to them,” and 
“whose natural death has become 
reasonably foreseeable.” Mental 
illness could be part of the reason 
for seeking MAiD, but the pri-
mary reason has to be a physical, 
medical condition. Healthcare 
providers such as nurse practi-
tioners do not have to provide 
these services but they are re-
quired to, without bias, refer their 
patients to those who can. MAiD 
services come with stringent 
safeguards, policies and proce-

dures, such as witness signatures, 
written patient consent, waiting 
periods, assessments from at 
least two independent assessors, 
and suggested alternative forms 
of treatment for the patient. Un-
til the last moment, patients can 
also withdraw their request at 
any point. Then, at the appoint-
ed time, a practitioner can either 
give the drug cocktail to directly 
cause a patient’s death or provide 
drugs for the patient to self-ad-
minister. 

WHO IS ACCESSING MAID?
Since 2016, a total of 13,946 
patients have utilized MAiD in 

Canada. The average age of those 
accessing MAiD has been 75, 
and the most commonly report-
ed causes of suffering have been 
cancer, respiratory issues and 
neurological conditions. There 
has been a steady increase in 
utilization of MAiD services in 
recent years. Interestingly, of the 
7,336 written requests for MAID 
in 2019, 26 percent did not re-
sult in a MAID death because 
patients either died before re-
ceiving it, were found ineligible, 
or withdrew their request. Some 
may assume that those accessing 
MAID did not receive palliative 
care, but 82 percent of those who 
accessed MAiD did utilize palli-
ative care for at least one or more 
months. Beyond their medical 
condition, the nature of the rea-
sons why people access MAiD 
services included loss of ability 
to engage in meaningful life ac-
tivities, loss of ability to perform 
activities of daily living and in-
adequate control of symptoms 
other than pain. Further, 53 per-
cent expressed loss of dignity, 34 
percent felt they were a burden 
on family, friends and caregiv-
ers, 14 percent reported isolation 
and loneliness and five percent 
reported emotional distress, anx-
iety or fear.

THE DIFFICULTY OF  
A DIAGNOSIS
For those accessing MAiD ser-
vices for physical conditions, 
physicians and nurse practi-
tioners must determine the course 
of an illness and also the terminal 
nature of the disease. For those 
set to access MAiD primarily 
for reasons of mental illness, 
clinicians would need to under-
stand the trajectory of a mental 
health disorder up until the time 
of the MAiD request and assess 
the disorder’s incurability. This 
can be difficult as mental illness 
trajectories are often not linear, 
nor predictable. Further, mental 
disorders are often compounded 
by structural vulnerabilities and 
social determinants of health.The 
report addressed this complexity, 
but stated that social issues should 
be considered in all MAiD cases, 
irrelevant if a patient is choosing 

MAiD for physical or mental dis-
orders, and are not unique to dis-
cussions on mental health. 

Woven throughout the report 
are firsthand accounts, giving an 
idea of how difficult determin-
ing eligibility for MAiD might 
be. The panel determined 19 
recommendations for the federal 
government to roll out MAiD for 
those with mental illnesses. They 
also suggested their report was 
not able to adequately address 
frail elderly with mental illness-
es, persons with intellectual dis-
abilities and those who are incar-
cerated. These particular popula-
tions need further consideration. 
Their conclusion stated that the 
report is “the beginning of the 
process, not the end” (5.0). They 
identified that there are more is-
sues to explore. 

CANADA’S MENTAL HEALTH 
CRISIS  
There are many Christian con-
cerns about the theological, eth-
ical and social impacts of MAiD, 
such as those expressed by the 
Gospel Coalition and the Evan-
gelical Association of Canada. 
Secular psychiatrists also express 
concerns that should mental ill-
ness alone render people eligible, 
potential unacceptable and un-
foreseen risks may also increase, 
such as greater discrimination 
against those with mental health 
disorders and deaths of patients 
that have not yet received the full 

Con't on page 22
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range of mental health support. This is es-
pecially true in a healthcare environment 
which has long wait times for psychiatrists 
and counselors, and overwhelmed inpatient 
psychiatric facilities.  

There is no doubt that we have a men-
tal health crisis in Canada. As a bedside 
nurse of 15 years in British Columbia, I 
have seen the shifting reality in our hos-
pitals. Those in acute mental crises wait 
hours and sometimes days in overcrowd-
ed emergency rooms, waiting for psychi-
atric doctors or nurses to assess them and 
for inpatient beds to become available. 
There are few psychiatric-specific emer-

gency rooms dedicated for mental health 
patients. In over-filled emergency rooms, 
psychiatric patients wait for medical clear-
ance by our emergency physicians, and for 
referrals to psychiatric doctors. These spe-
cialists are not always available and so pa-
tients simply have to wait. Often all the pa-
tients’ things are removed as they wait, in 
case they cause themselves harm. Unless 
there is a psychiatric nurse full time in the 
emergency room (which is not always the 
case), then there is little that bedside nurs-
es can offer them. We are overworked and 
understaffed and have to respond quickly 
to many competing medical emergencies 
and have little to offer for psychological 
ones. Working in a pediatric emergency 
room, I have seen the rise of anxiety and 
depression among youth, the increase in 

self-harming behaviours and the incredi-
ble hardships that many patients and fam-
ilies face in navigating our over-burdened 
system. It is not always a straightforward 
path to care.  

As I train to be a Nurse Practitioner, I 
have to ask: what do I think about this in-
creasing eligibility? Nurse practitioners 
have the clinical responsibility to refer 
those who request MAiD to appropriate 
MAiD providers. As a Christian, what do 
I do? 

In my next article, I will offer my 
thoughts on these questions. 

EDITOR’S NOTE:  
The sharp eyed reader might notice that 
“mental illness” and “mental disorder” 
are used interchangeably in this article. 
When the federal government asked the 
expert panel to convene, they asked for 
recommendations for eligibility for people 
with “mental illnesses”. The panel was 
a little more specific: they define a men-
tal disorder as a “clinically significant 
disturbance in an individual’s cognition, 
emotion regulation, or behavior” that re-
flects a dysfunction. A mental illness, on 
the other hand, “lacks a standard clinical 
definition”, but is the term used by Bill C-7 
and the government. Our interpretation of 
the report is that the panel wants to lim-
it their recommendations to people with 
more clearly defined “mental disorders”, 
but uses “mental illness” to respond to the 
government in Bill C-7 speak. 

Shannon Brink

Shannon Brink is a missionary nurse 
from Vancouver, Canada, currently 
serving in Malawi. She is a mother 
of 4 children, a homeschooler, and 
is currently trying to publish her first 
book. Find more of her articles at 
shannonbrink.org.
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Classifieds

CHRISTIAN SCHOOL PRINCIPAL
Lacombe Christian School is seeking a Principal who is passionate about quality, Christ 
centered education. This position will commence August 2023. LCS is a thriving, inde-
pendent PreK-9 school with over 435 students, located in Central Alberta. For more infor-
mation please contact boardchair@lacs.ca or visit www.lacs.ca

FULL TIME PASTOR
Exeter CRC in Ontario, Canada, is prayerfully seeking the next pastor God has prepared 
for us. We are an imperfect church looking for an imperfect pastor who will be the per-
fect fit in our multi-generational congregation. Exeter is a rural community nestled in the 
Great Lakes basin of southwestern Ontario and located 40 minutes north of London (pop 
540,000). If you are interested or intrigued in this position, please contact us in confidence 
at pastorsearch@exetercrc.on.ca. We would love to hear from you!

OBITUARY JOBS

HAGT, Wilhelmina Catharina “Wilma”
After a courageous battle with cancer, Wilma passed away 
peacefully on July 7, 2022 with her loving family by her side. 
Her Lord and Saviour Jesus took Wilma to her eternal home.
Beloved wife of Martin Hagt for 65 years. Devoted mother to 
Margo Lagerwerf (Randy), Anthony (Monica), Eric (Lily) and 
Miriam Dykstra (Larry). Loving Oma to Cheryl (Tim), Trisha 
(Dave), Joshua (Amy) and Nicole (Mark), Jeremy and Maya, 
Dylan, MeiMei and Alyssa (Joel), Tori, Natalie (Mitchell) Curtis 
(Alanna). Loving Great-Oma to Cohen, Brooklyn and Mikayla, Brayden, Ryan, Savannah 
and Shae-Lynn, Kaleigh, Nora and Lucas, Ava and Charlotte, Grayson, Quinn, and Hazel. 
She will be greatly missed by extended family and friends.
Wilma was born in Dubbeldam, Holland in 1935. Wilma grew up in Holland and despite hav-
ing to survive World War 2, she always kept an incredible fun-loving spirit. Wilma met Martin, 
the pioneer, and after marrying in 1957 they immigrated to Canada. They then began a new 
life on the prairies in Brandon, Manitoba where they built their first house together. Then in 
1962, they moved and began the St. Catharines chapter of their life. The next 58 years were 
adventurous, fun, story-filled years with first 4 children and then 12 grandchildren and 15 great 
grandchildren. Wilma could write the book on how to laugh and squeeze every drop out of life. 
She became famous in St. Catharines for her bike riding through the city in all seasons with 
her Dutch blond hair flowing in the wind. Also wearing the brightest clothes she could find. 
She did not sit still for long. Some of the many activities she devoted herself to were; social 
work in Holland, caring for foster children, Calvinette leader, disaster response, and bibles for 
missions. She also loved to play ping pong, volleyball, ski, zip lining and numerous other sports 
activities. There were not too many things she would not try. Wilma impacted many people and 
made many friends through her work at Hotel Dieu hospital where she worked for 24 years. 
Wilma had an incredible impact on family, friends, church and community. She is dearly loved 
and will be missed by so many. 
Wilma and family express deep appreciation to Dr. Rusnak, the Walker Cancer Center/Home 
Care and Hospice Niagara for the incredible, compassionate and loving care received. Butler 
Funeral Home (424 Niagara Street) has been entrusted with arrangements. The family will 
receive visitors on Tuesday, July 12 from 2 – 4 p.m. and 6 – 8:30 p.m. at Covenant Chris-
tian Reformed Church (278 Parnell Road). A Celebration of Wilma’s Life will take place on 
Wednesday, July 13 at 2 p.m. A private interment will take place at Niagara Lakeshore Cem-
etery. If desired, memorial donations to Hospice Niagara would be appreciated by her family.

HOEKSTRA, Tilly
Tilly Hoekstra is turning 90 Aug 30/22. We will be having an open 
house on Saturday Aug 27/22 from 2-4pm at Harmony Hall, Holland 
Christian Homes 7900 McLaughlin Rd.,S Brampton ON L6Y 5H9. 
Best wishes only. With love from all your children, Mark and 
Wendy, George and Betty, Jeff and Leona, Mike and Joanne, Ran-
dy and Jackie, and 19 Grandchildren and 22 great-grandchildren, 
Tilly Hoekstra, 7930 McLaughlin RD S Brampton, ON L6Y 5V7.

BIRTHDAY

STILL SPONSORING 
REFUGEES

In January of this year, Christian Courier printed 
my article about the friendships that have been 
formed as a result of sponsoring refugees to Cana-
da (“Welcoming the Stranger,” Jan. 24). I’ve been 
heavily involved in two such efforts, and both 
families are well settled here in Kentville. N.S. 
Now, with a different committee, primarily from 
Kings Presbyterian Church in New Minas, we’re 
at it again.
We hope this time to bring the sister of Nimo Fid-
ow, whose photo appeared in the January issue. 
She came here in December, 2018, with husband, 
three children, and her aging mother, Maryan. Mary-
an’s other daughter, Fosiyo, remains in the Dadaab 
refugee camp with her husband, seven children, and 
young grandchild.
We of the Kings Refugee Committee (Presbyterian) have decided to sponsor Fosiyo and 
her family. At this point it seems near impossible to do this, given the fact that Sponsor-
ship Agreement Holders all want the entire cost of sponsorship already in the bank before 
we can apply. We are applying for a Rotary Foundation grant, but there’s no guarantee 
that this will come.
With 2023 sponsorship spaces already filling up rapidly, we feel an urgency to get the 
necessary funds together so we can fill out an application. The situation is very different 
from back when our original committee made a decision to sponsor, then gradually raised 
the funds. Now, every cent has to be up front. This means we need to raise the money 
soon. Nimo and Ibrahim, as well as their adult nephew, Mohamed, are co-sponsors and 
donating a considerable amount also. We’re also trying to get support from other local 
churches, but several have their own sponsorships to work on.
Are there any CC readers who might contribute to this? Any amount is welcome! We 
may need as much as $60,000 to carry out this project. Donations can be e- transferred 
to kingschurch@ns.aliantzinc.ca or cheques sent to Kings Presbyterian Church (mailing 
address: Kings Presbyterian Church, 5563 Prospect Rd., New Minas N.S. B4N 3K8), 
with Refugees in the memo line. You can help give Fosiyo and her family a worthwhile 
future!
Anne van Arragon
Lakeville, Nova Scotia

ANNIVERSARY

BRINKMAN, John & Evelyn
John and Evelyn Brinkman are celebrating 50 years of marriage! Open House in the Barn on 
Saturday, August 27 from 1pm to 5pm. 1022 Massey Road, Grafton, Ont.  As their children 
we would like to invite friends and family for coffee and cake. There is no need for gifts, just 
your presence is more than enough.

Grandmother Maryan can now see her 
grandchildren, thanks to Canada's good 

medical care.
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by this statement, we have to reconsider our partnership with you. We 
won’t give you any money; the lifesaving work you do in the develop-
ing world will be hindered.’ I couldn’t reconcile this with a Christian 
standpoint. This really got to me.”

That summer Coren wrote an article for The Toronto Sun suggesting 
building bridges between Christian and gay communities, and “it was 
like the gates of hell had been opened up,” he says – that’s how strongly 
his Christian audience at the time reacted against him. 

“How could I be part of this faith movement?” he started asking. “My 
position had always been civil union but no to marriage because of the 
sacramental aspect, and I thought that was the position of most Chris-
tians. But I was wrong. The Christian right is homophobic. Patriarch 
Kirill just blamed the war on gay people.” 

“I started to think that either you move away from this belief system, 
or you have to adapt it enormously.”

COREN’S CONVERSION 

“MY CORE BELIEFS HAVEN’T CHANGED,” Michael Coren says. But “I 
can’t imagine who I was spiritually eight years ago.”

The landscape of personal faith can change over time. Scandal, abuse, 
disillusionment and burnout are just a few of the deconstruction triggers 
prompting Christians to re-examine what we believe and why. It’s a 
process that usually happens in private. 

Typically contrarian, Coren deconstructed as publicly as possible. 
You can track the faith shift of this British-Canadian writer, clergyman 
and former TV host with a quick scan of his book titles, from Why Cath-
olics are Right (2011) and Heresy (2012) to Epiphany (2016), Reclaim-
ing Faith (2019) and The Rebel Christ (2021, reviewed in CC in May).

His Damascus moment, or, as he calls it in Epiphany, “conversion 
on the road to the rainbow” (39), was incremental. “For me the jour-
ney was first emotional and then academic and then theological.” Once 
the champion of the conservative Christian world defending Scripture 
against the pressure of society, Coren now calls the Christian right out 
as homophobic and argues that Jesus would march in Pride parades. Pe-
ter Schuurman and I interviewed Coren to find out more about his move 
away from Catholicism into the Anglican church.  

THE WEDGE ISSUE
Coren spent years supporting the Catholic position on homosexuality, 
arguing that the Church shouldn’t change its views for the sake of pop-
ularity or because our culture emphasizes feelings over Biblical truth. 
There’s “no room for ambiguity” in Scripture, he wrote in The Future 
of Catholicism (2013). 

But that book is no longer listed on Coren’s website; in fact the only 
book it links to currently is his most recent one, The Rebel Christ, though 
“there are elements of the other books I would stand by,” he adds. 

What prompted his departure from Catholicism? 
“Several incidences,” he says, some of which “will sound superficial” 

– but they boil down to polarization and vitriol from Christians. “It was 
really the gay issue that was the wedge for me,” he explains. “I was 
exposed to conservatism in a way I never was before. [In 2014] World 
Vision issued a statement saying that people in same-sex couples were 
allowed to work for them. And World Vision do very good work. And 
within hours – not days, but that day – there were statements from lead-
ing evangelical leaders, pretty reputable people, saying ‘If you stand 

His ‘Damascus moment’ on the road to LGBTQ+ rights.
Angela Reitsma Bick

News

Jesus Christ; it’s whether you op-
pose the rights of gay people,” 
he says. “On the one hand I was 
attacked; on the other hand, I re-
ceived these letters from marvel-
lous people in the gay community. 
People say, ‘he’s changed on ev-
ery issue.’ But on the most funda-
mental issue – absolute belief in 
the Christian narrative – I haven’t 
changed. On political issues, I ha-
ven’t changed. I oppose the death 
penalty. I support debt relief for 
third world countries.”

THE ART OF LISTENING 
I asked Coren if deconstruction 
is the right word to describe any 
part of his faith journey. “I didn’t 
decide to deconstruct,” he says, 
“it was accidental. I resisted it. I 
didn’t sit down at any point and 
say, ‘this is what I’m going to do.’ 
I was deconstructed.” 

Now he spends two to three 
days a week as an Anglican priest 
and the rest of his time writing: 
“I’ve never been happier, more 
fulfilled as a Christian. My faith 
has deepened,” he says.

“I took 12 funerals last year; I 
spent a lot of time in ICU. I could 
tell you every inch of Intensive 
Care in Joe Brant Hospital in 
Burlington [as] I sat with the dy-
ing, the suffering. It’s a beautiful, 
wonderful thing to do; it really 
does bring you into the Christian 
world close up. A lot of what you 
do as a priest is just to shut the 
hell up. I probably discuss Down-
ton Abbey more with people than 
I do the Bible, when I go to visit 
them. They’re all lonely. They’re 
all broken. You’re not there to tell 
people about the Christian story, 
you just listen.”  

A static faith is not healthy, 
Coren says. Challenges strengthen 
and stretch it.

“If you don’t change when you 
come across an experience of suf-
fering, there’s a problem.” 

Angela Reitsma Bick

Angela, Editor of CC, inter-
viewed Michael Coren 
with Peter Schuurman as 
part of a book she is writ-
ing for New Leaf Press on 
deconstruction in the Can-
adian context.

DENOMINATIONAL TIES
Adaptation is nothing new for Coren, 63, who was born in Essex, En-
gland and has lived more than half his life in Canada. Yet he keeps 
close ties with the UK, where he spent his formative years. While we’re 
talking, Coren keeps one eye on an English football match where Tot-
tenham take on Everton. “Most of my closest friends are still there,” he 
says. 

Raised secular, Coren’s first denominational home after his conver-
sion in the 90s was evangelicalism. He became Catholic in 2004 but 
decided a decade later, in 2014, that “I couldn’t remain Roman Catholic. 
I was too tired. I wanted a place where I could be the Catholic I wanted 
to be, which ironically is a church founded on the Reformation – the 
Church of England.” 

Once Coren started writing in support of LGBTQ issues, he says he 
was called into the office of the president of Sun News, where he worked 
at the time, and told “You’re confusing the viewers.” He was let go. The 
market for his columns and speaking engagements also dried up; “it’s 
never completely recovered,” he says now. “I used to speak 40 times a 
year, now covid means none. Half a dozen, maybe. I laugh when people 
say ‘he did this for the money.’” 

Coren eventually went back to school, completing a Masters of Di-
vinity at Trinity College in the University of Toronto in his mid-50s. He 
was ordained as an Anglican priest last September, a vocation he now 
combines with writing. 

“The litmus test for many Christians is not whether you believe in 

You can track Coren's 
faith shift in the titles 

of his books, from 
Why Catholics are 

Right (2011) to Epiph-
any (2016) and, most 

recently, The Rebel 
Christ (2021).




